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which have had long duty in Mexican
MURDER
jgulf waters went out today from the
'navy department.
Philadelwill
leave
j
Tho Minnesota
Iphiu January 2 to relieve the Michi-EGAUSE HE
Boston
will
leave
'gan. The Georgia
January 2 to relieve the New Jersey,
The New Hampshire and Louisiana reFIRED
lieved by the Connecticut and Kansas!
which reached Vera Cruz yesterday. (
will sail to Norfolk.
The. reliefs make no change in the
ALLEGED GUACK
number of warships to remain in tho FRANK KLIMEK, AN
gulf of Mexico.
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COMMITS SUICIDE

FOLLOWING SHOOTING
Antonio, Texas, during his struggle
Suiday evening with Roy L. Glover,
lmshtiiirt nf his former wife, the coro
Chicago, Dec. 21. An attempt on
ners jury returned a verdict after the
vet- - the life of Charles Ailing, Jr., former
war
Boer
the
that
inquest today
eran had met death at the hands of a alderman and now attorney for the
person unknown.
state i,oara- f health, was made today
Thsl verdict, according to officials, by Rn aUt,g(ld -- (amCK" medical
Glover
makes it necessary for
Frank Klimek. who then
to present his self defense plea at a Umwd ihe pmtoi on himself.
P. S.
0Itrial in the criminal department
an assistant to Mr. Ailing,
tho superior court, unless the district wa(j BligIltv wounded. Ailing was shot
attorney after an investigation, Jf- jn tile eye and lost consciousness. A
clines to press the case.
physician who was called could not
Glover, confident that the coroner's
fl.oni a gllrmce examination whe
tea-- ,
jury would exonerate him on the
tjler tne womi(j would prove fatal,
timony of the former Mrs. De Villiers, Klimek will die, it was reported,
had provided a diamond ring as a
Tne ghooting occurred in Alllng's
Christmas present to be given her theo(nce in the presence of a number of
moment official action today had freed clients, and grew out of the prosecu-hifrom custody. But the verdict ition of Klimek for practicing mldiclne
The prosecution
spoiled the plan, and while the woman without a license.
sat weeping in the inquest room, withjwag instituted by the state board of
but a wall separating her from the health, represented
by Ajling and
body of the former husband, who had Schwaba as counsel
Klimek was fined $200. Today he
died in a fight over her affections,
Glover presented the gem to his wife. called on Ailing with reference to the
Mrs. Glover testified that De Vil- case, asking that All'iit! try to get the
liers, a big, powerful man, had leaped fine reduced, as Klimek said he was
out
upon her husband. She declared she destitute and would have to serve
After the the fine In the workhouse,
cow litm itmnr n nisfnl.
shots were fired, and De Villiers lav
Ailing replied that he would recom,
t, osaertert mend ibnt the fine be reduced to $100.
"You don't need to do that,' said
the dying man gave her his weapon,
which she laid upon the floor. After-- j Klimek, "because I have iogo to jail
ward, she said, she gave him a drink anyway I haven't got $100."
Ailing was about to reply when
of water and bathed his face, while
Klimek is said to have drawn his
awaiting the arrival of a doctor.
Mrs. Glover said she married her pistol and fired. Schwaba rushed
husband last October, a year: ward but yas stunned for a moment
which grazed his
a final decree of divorce from a second bullet
Do Villiers had heen eranted her bv a head. Klimek then fired a bullet Into
court In San Antonio, Texas. The di- his own left side.
Ailing staggered Into an adjoining
vorce,- she said, was obtained on the
where he was removed to
ground of cruelty, after DeVllliers office, from
had beaten her several times, once so St. Duke's hospital.
recovered consciousness on
severely that she was compelled to un- theAiling to the
hospital and surgeons
way
dergo treatment at a hospital.
there said he would recover.
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things, and it lies in Ihe selling of
jthe land and the timber separately."
.Much altenllou is devoted in the re- port to consideration of the reclaina-- j
t ion of arid lands.
Discussion of the
subject is replete with interest to the
tanners who locate on this various
projects. Secretary Kane suggests
j that they be given a longer
time than
ten years in w hich to pay for their
lands, because "they are genuine pio
neers in a new field ot work, on the
imcccss of which depends greatly the
rescuing of a vast territory. Of these SANTA FEANS WILL HAVE EVEN AID
reclamation projects, Secretary Lane
says:
OF THE ELEMENTS TO MAKE THE
"The west can use profitably and
10
GREAT FEAST JOYOUS AS SANTA
years
wisely $100.00U,Oiiu in the next
to the advantage of the whole country.
DOWN
CLAUS
DRIVES
FROM
a
If the government will place upon
leasing basis these western resources
MOUNT BALDY.
with- which we have been dealing, it
can have an increased fund for the
unit ill! In- r,onti,ni!iiinu rif this wrtt-r tuw re,,iin f iu GIFTS POUR IN FROM
ci eaHiid as!uira,u-advances."
ALL OVER THE WORLD
In conclusion. Secretary Dane directs
attention1, to the enormous details, all
important, which the interior department administers, Includiflg care of
The forecast for tomorrow,
the Indians and Eskimos, administra- V
tion of national parks, payment of
Christmas, is fair, with pleasant
X
weather.
pensions, supervision of public lands,
CHARLES E. LIN'XEY.
territories and maiiy other important
Section Director V. S. Weather
works.
X
Bureau.
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DECEMBER 24, 1915.

PREDICTIONS'

Washington, Dec. 24. -- With bold
strokes Franklin K. Kane, secretary
of the interior, today outlined, in his
annual report to t.li
president, a
broail policy in the conservation
of
ithe vast natural resources of the
United States which yet lie within the
regulartory powers of tile goveru-tnil- s
ment and pointed to the important
suits that may be achieved through
Uie develoimieut of these resources
der proper supervision.
Comparatively, the report is brief.
It, likewise, is wholly unique, in that
It contains not a single recommenda-

Washington, D. C, Dec. 24. With
Juarez, Mex., Dec. 24. After heavy
all the power of a law fresh from the
fighting at Torreou, the rebel troops
that city from the
litve
pen of President Wilson behind them,
Huerta forces, according to reporis
and Secretary
Secretary McAdoo
today from
brought by couriers
Houston today began working out de-Chimiahua
between
half
way
Jimenez,
of the nation's new financial sys-- j
and Torreon. The reports said that
12,000 men had been engaged, that
NAUAL OFFICERS
The two cabinet members, acting as
there was much los of life, and that
' The above
committee will deter- organization
ENTERTAINED AT
prediction by the weathMonclovio
rebel
General
Herrera, the
mine the Ir- - ,orti.nt preliminary moves
man will bring joy to the hearts
er
commander, bad been wounded.
REBEL BANQUET of Santa
to the ai l mil installation of the maFeans who will celebrate
The federal army pf C0OO men have
chinery that is to operate the federal
Christmas with New Mexico sunshine
been isolated, from telegraphic comAfreserve system.
tion.
to bless the day.
Culican, Sinaloa, Mex., Dec. 21.
munication with Monterey and Saitillo
Two notable and interesting predic- ter being entertained at a banquet and
Although the law provides that the
Gaze wherever one will, there is a
and in case a decisive defeat their potwo secretaries shall join with the tions are indicated rather than made ball. Admiral Cowles, commanding the
suggestion of Santa Claus. Mount
sition would be precarious, saU the
in
of
the
the
In the report. One is that the time is tT. S. Pacific fleet, Captain W. W. Gilcurrency
comptroller
Daldy, and neighboring mounts, are
reports.
preliminary work of reorganization, not far distant when coal of too low a mer of the Cruiser PittBburg and five olad in white and a carpet of snow has
General Benavides, rebel commandis
vacant
and
the office of comptroller
grade "to stand storage or transpor- other American naval officers left to- been laid over tlie entire city lawns,
er at Juarez, said the report was not
it lias been decided that the two secre- tation will be converted into electric- day for tho coast. Felipe Rivera, conand even roofs and the
official but he was inclined to believe
taries constituting a majority of tho ity at the mouth of the mines and stitutionalist governor of Sinaloa, walks, piazze
s
chimneys which have been left
it, as the rebels had long been plancommittee, may go ahead.
widely distributed tor lighting, heat General Iturbide, insurgent commanddeto
in
Santa's
order
facilitate
Later the members of Ihe federal mid power"; Ihe other, that the gigan- er In the stale, and other Mexican
ning an attack on Torreon. The rebels
scent.
reserve board of seven will be named tic force now wasting itself in the rivwere said to have first gained possesand officials probably will accept
And there are other suggestions of
sion of Gomez Palacio and Lerdo,
by President Wilson. The secretary ers of the country will be so controll- the admiral's invitation to visit the a
Merry, old fashioned Christmas.
o'' the treasury and the new comptrol- ed by dams as to provide heat, light American ships today.
suburbs of Torreon, before their sucFifty sacks of parcel post pockages
ler will be members of that body and and power to the people and that
cessful march on the city itself.
At the baiKiuet last night Admiral have been
arriving every day since
me omer nve win i.e uuoseu num pu-- "within a generation I believe the Cowles spoke in answer to an address
Rebels from Durnugo did tnoBt of the
at the Santa Fe potstoffica
Saturday
Wilson
life.
President
If
vale
Genera!
flually
to
as
be
will
Ihe
of
was
value
alive
it
In
people
said, although
lighting,
English by Colonel Eduardo Hay, and fifty times fifty people have worn
has made his selection for these five public ownership of
The
chief of staff to General Iturbe.
Herrera, who was sent south by Gento the big windows from which
a
in
it
is
known
not
Washington.
1000
to
as
are
with
places,
eral Villa entered the fight
power plants
today
they
American admiral declared that jingo- Hiepath flow. Those who do not rush
to be taken by the municipally-owuegifts
first
The
step
waterworks."
ism p oetically did not exist in Ihe to
cavalry.
the postoflice get their gifts at home
secretaries will bo the selection of
In the opening lines of tlie report, United States and never had existed
General Refugio
Velasco, who
and Postmaster
has
into
reserve
federal
where
banks,
b
cities
a
uiw-i.ti
tieiiuuw bktiff
marched from Saitillo and took
tlie I'nited service a motor Pfiueger an put
q any extent. He said
express
cycle,
a great, sec- States
the bmkbone of the system, are to be nation which obtains
Mexico to settle her
from the rebels about two weeks
and one extra man to handle
located. The law provides for not less tion of the country. "There exists a own difficulties
and expressed the wagon
ago, was the federal commander,
the bundles.
than eight and not more than twelve. feeling in the west," says he, "thai its hope that the Mexican
difficulties
heaving Torreon after his latest deAt the express office packages,
The organization committee is empow- affairs and needs have not been given would be regulated
The
feat, he was reported trying to make
promptly.
ered to employ counsel and summon that consideration at the hands of the admiral also expressed good feeling many of them containing jewelry, aro
:
his way back to Saitillo.
stacked up each day, and delighted
witnesses and papers and to go deep- national government which they mer for the Mexican people.
The rebels greatly outnumbered the
to
eyes are seen following tlie dotted
ly Into the location of the reserve res- it. This feeling is not confined
was
The
vigorousfederals.
applauded
speech
line where the recipient's signature Is
decision is not subject to speculators or exploiters. It is the
Its
ervoirs.
Chiliim-hia- ,
Adsi
was
ill
as
made
As
far
was
at
Villa
known,
General
ly.
review
by the federal reserve board.
who are without miral Cowles' visit here was of a pure- written.
of
sentiment
many
sent
he
which
from
place
In the stores there is a crush of
It is possible that before the ques- selfish motive and regard the matter ly social nature. He and his party
south.
of cities is decided, the organizafrom morning until night and
of
tion
national
from
the
people
wholly
standpoint
on
to
coast
were
Governor
the
sent,
Wire communication with Chihua
visit citied sug- growth.
tion committee.,
vwrd
Rivera's special tialn which brought today the strain on tho merchants an4
hua wtta pour and no offlcinl
informaon
tired clerks is beginning io show. "But
"There Is one very simple explana them here.
gested and base its report
from Villa concerning Torreou were SCHMIDTS FATE
Christmas comes only once a year"
gained at first hand.
tion for the existence of this feeling.
EXPLORERS tionCities
received. It was thought even if Torott
WITH
RESTS
be
kept
that can hardly
We have adventured upon a new poli
they say cheerily, making light of
reon was wholly in possession of the
a tentative list would include New cy of administering our affairs and M'ADOO WILL BE
their labors.
THE ALIENISTS
rebels Villa would remain temporarily
FranA National Holiday.
York, Chicago, St. Louis, San
have not developed adequate machinat Chihuahua, that being the most
ACTING PRESIDENT
FOR THE
cisco and New Orleans, with Denver, ery. We have called a '.'.alt on methThe 25th of December is a national
New York, Dec. 21. The fourth
central point from which to direct
OreAtlanta and Seattle or Portland,
ods of spoliaiion which existed, to the
OF U. S. TOMORROW holiday. That means banks, stores
military operations. Torreon is a alienist called by the defense at the
gon, near the top.
benefit of many, but we have
and places of business will close their
great
center for railroads running from the trial of Hans Schmidt for murder
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washing-Ion- failed to substitute
sane,
methods,
doors to allow their employes to pray,
border south and from Monterey.
agreed today with his predecessors
Washington, D. C, Dec. 24. SecreBoston and eeveral others are healthful and progressive, by which
McAdoo will be acting president eat and rest.
Churches depriveo. of their priests that the priest was Insane. The wittary
for
an
designation.
of
ambitious
asking
the normal enterprise
The churches will be open, however,
by the expulsion of the Spaniards and ness, Dr. M. S. Gregory of Uellevue
Secretary McAdoo said lie expected people can make full use of their own of the United States tomorrow. In the as will be seen by announcements !'
the ringing of bells cracked by cannon hospital, said Schmidt's mind was so RDPORTS
of
Wilson
and
absence
President
AT
RECEIVED
OTTAWA, to actually begin formal work of select resources.
We abruptly closed opporballs will be features of a wartime obsessed with the idea of making a
Marshall, he becames the th. church column.
federal reserve cities tomorrow.
tunities to the monopolist, but did not
OF ing
SAFETY
OF
TELL
sacrifice when he killed Anna Aumitl-leMidnight Mass.
Christmas in northern Mexico.
CANADA,
"We expect to consider the problem open them to the developer."
ranking official left in Washington for
A feature of the Christmas
that he did not think of
With their arms and artillery fixed
most
night
benefit
Christmas
will
of
what
day.
in the light
Vigorous suggestions looking io the
ALL MEMBERS OF STEFANSSON
celebration is the midnight mass to be
for a possible battle, the rebels, law.
Speaker Clark, after having Christthe entire country, and local interests conservative development of the coal
celebrated at the Cathedral
of St
we
After displaying to the jury a chart
though not disposed to celebrate their
HOUSED
ARE
UP will not be regarded," he said.
lands of the west, are made by Secre- mas dinner with his family, will leave
EXPEDITION.
military victories as part of their reli of the Schmidt family tree,, indicating!
outline the districts and tary Lane, "It is certainly not for for a lecture tour in New England, Francis just as the 25th day of Dewill
probably
cember arrives. This is a function
gious observations, will observe Christ- the cases of Insanity, delirium trem-- .
FOR THE WINTER.
then choose the cities in each district the public interest," tlie report says, which will continue until congress
mas in a meager way throughout their ens, suicide and attempts at suicide
on January 12. Secretary that can be seen but once a year and
where the federal reserve bank will ue "that our coal deposits shall be openFe Catholics as well as
lines from Juarez to Chihuahua city, among Schmidt's ancestors, the deI can not Bryan Is at his winter home at Miami, Santa
located."
ed rapidly and ruthlessly.
225 miles south.
fense rested its case with the reservausually fill the Cathedral.
Mr. McAdoo did not know, he said, feel, however, that we should sacri- Ha.; Secretary Garrison will spend
OF
MANY
SPECIMENS
soldier in the tion that opportunity would be taken
The ragged and
The ceremony will be a pontifical
be eight or fice
Mhother there would
at
wilh
willhis
brother
Christmas
fuel
or
for
need
day
any present
field will kneel beside his gun, while to propound a hypothetical question.
high mass. His Grace, the Most Rev.'
ANIMALS RECEIVED twelve districts.
ingly surrender ourselves to a de- Merchantvillc, N. J., and later will
in- the rebel cities the churches
will The state then called Dr. A. G. Lee, a
for membership came mand for exorbitant prices because of spend a fe wdays with Mrs. Garrison J. B. Pitaval, archbishop of Santa Fe,
Applications
have such services as the absence of physician, who treated Schmidt some
today from banks in Seattle, Denver, a fear that some miy me coat supply at Atlantic City. Secreary Daniels being the celebrant. The doors of the
the Spanish priests will permit. It time before the murder, as the" first
Cathedral will be open at 11:30
re-Portland, Oregon, San
may he exhausted. Already there has will dine In Washington, but will later big
Ottawa, Out., Dec.
will be a Christmas without the peace witness in rebuttal.
been developed a substitute for coal in go to spend a few days in Raleigh, N. o'clock tonight.
the safety of the scientists we,, New
of Christmas in peaceful countries.
At St. John's Church.
"
'
the flowing stream. The turbine con- C.
and members of the crews of the
',,
The cathedral, the churches and the
Santa Claus and his reindeers will
Muskogee, Okla., Ard- verts melted snow Into heat and light
All other cabinet officers will dlna
Alaska and Mary Sachs, tu-- nf the vvasmngiou,
convent at Chihuahua will be emptied SEUERE LESSON
whlcn ean be distributed over a
at their homes with the exception of be at St. John's Methodist church tovessels ot the Stefauson exploring ex- more, Okla., and jenersou
of the nriesta and nuns who usually
FOR
I
MISSOURI
other cities.
think we Attorney General McReynolds, who night. At 7:45 sharp the Christmas
area.
t
widening
jstantly
M.
chief
R.
Dr.
Anderson,
services
there,
pedition,
mnriimtpri
in Already.
.have now arrived at that point in will spend Christmas day with his entertainment begins at the church.
LUMBER CO'S. anthropologist, sent word by the gov- New Applications
but who were forced to flee to the
The pastor will deliver a Christmas
York. N. Y.. Dec. 24. Three 01
ui,iVHmp.,t whrh iustifies mother at Elkton, Ky.
deto
the
had
forwarded
ernment
that
he
Villa's
United States by General
lecture which will be illuminated by
the 30 national banks in 'New York (he be)ef thRt the wheels oI industry
Local
of
Canadian
the
director
geological
cree expelling the Spaniards.
Jefferson City, Mo., Dec. 24. The
two sets of steropticon slides entitled
tneir rawimuu
have
signmed
already
j no( cease nor our houses go unof
some
conduct
will
valuable
specimens
Mexican church officials
Missouri supreme court today issued survey
"The Advent"' and "Santa Claus and
out federal charters under the lighted or unheated, so long as dams TEXAS AIMED
take
to
collectbelfries
r
a decree of ouster against several birds and mammals which he
j His
services, while from the twin
Works." After the lecture the
law. They are the
Water
streams.
our
new
currency
be
built
upon
may
the
one
of
ed in the Arctic. The other scientists
of the cathedral will ring
BLOW AT TIME
wholesale lumber companies.
will be Illuminated in true Christthe Gotham National will be, indeed already is, tlie greattree
National,
bells cracked by a cannon ball during
The supreme court suspended its are also sending reports of their work and the National Reserve bank.
est conservator of coal.
HONORED EGGNOGG mas fashion and a treat will be given
a revolution before the days of Presi- decree of ouster against the twenty to the survey.
to the members of the Sunday school
Similar suggestions are offered as
Practically all other national instifrom
north
tho
In
dent Diaz.
on
exnamed
trip
discussing
condition
that
is
companies
and all children present. This is a
of petroleum,
of the city and state, it
to the development
24.
Dec.
Christmas
In Juarez masses are to be held by they pay the fines imposed and here- - Nome, Dr. Anderson says that the tutions will take
Austin,
Tex.,'
similar action soon; phosphate and potash.
free entertainment and all will be welSecretary
pected,
in Texas received a severe
the rebels in the little seventeenth after conform to the
t
laws Alaska, the vessel of which he was but
come.
some are holding back pending Lane's idea Is that such deposits blow
Ihe
when
genattorney
century church of the Spanish mission ot tlie state
today
commander, left there on July 19 and ndvlce from counsel. Others aeem
Other Events .
ought to be developed under the leas- eral's office ruled that
type. The portals and tower of the
The fllleg agreBat $436,000. In
put into Tellers five days later to b deflnlte action unwise unless ratified jinB BVStenli as , the case of coal.
Throughout the city various events
are splattered with the marks .iUol. to tlle BUgDended ouster de overuauieu. nougu weau.er was
travelers could not take intoxicating
i
are planned for tonight and tomortllelp 8tocknolders.
Secretary Lane expresses tranKiy
as baggage Into dry territory.
of bullets.
crees issued against the twenty com- perienced on the trip and the first ice
his dissatisfaction with the operation liquor
was given in the case row in honor of the great holiday.
General Francisco Villa today sent panies, the licenses of four other com- pack after leaving Teller was met ai deciBin
The
TO
of the homestead law as to the tim
of a passenger who checked a trunk Through the efforts of kind hearted
south from Chihuahua supplies of am- panies not incorporated in Missouri Point Belcher on August 19. Flaxman (joHN SEBASTIAN
LEAVE ROCK ISLAND. ber lands. He says the "homesteadwomen and others it is safe to say
munition and soldiers in preparation were revoked and fines Imposed.
containing a "fair sized" amount of
Island was passed on September 6 and
er," after getting patent to the land,- liquor. The railroad refused to carry Santa Claus will be furnished a comfor an attack on Torreon.
on that c'ay they saw the mast of a
The resigna- promptly sells it for $10,000 or $20,Chicago, 111., Dec. 24
plete city directory so that not n
General Vila was optimistic over
vessel a few miles distant. This ves- tion of John Sebastian as third vice 000 to some lumber company, without the trunk.
house will be missed. If Santa can't
recent events in the north, saying
resel was found to be the Mary Sachs
the
with
POST OFFICE HOURS.
to
an
Island
effort,
comply
lines,
Rock
find a chiney he will come In through
making
president of the
now nothing prevented his continuing
' with Kenneth
The Santa Fe post office will
Chapman, a geologist In ports of which were confirmed today, spirit of the law. Thus, the govern-the window.
suthward toward Mexico City. He exNO
TOMORROW.
PAPER
tomorland
1.
all
tne
and
forenoon
remain
the
timber
"loses
It,
charge.
ment
ofen
will become effective January
Ail of the boarding schools In and
pects only feeble resistance at TorThe New Mexican extends the
The two vessels reached Co'llslon
row, Christmas, but money or-and does not gain a real home maker.
near the city will have their usual
reon, an Important railroad center
to
Its
season
the
of
the
to
Poitit on September 27. It was then
There
ders
add
will not be sent.
greetings
homesteaders
nothing
Such
celebrations, with a big Christmas
which has changed hands numerous X will be one
subscribers. The New Mexican
decided not to go further until the
.eolth of the nation. The law should
ATTEMPTED MURDER
delivery In the morn- dinner. The pupils of the public
times, accordingly as the attacking
not
Issued
will
tomorrow.
be
as
There
frauds.
in
A
SUICIDE.
AND
ing.
fact,
X
punish them,
schools will, of course, enjoy the holiIs a remedy for this condition
(Continued on page four).
day at home.
eral Velasco, the federal commander
V Reliable Information received
At Santa Fe Club.
at Torreon, has a formidable defense
X
from Taos last evening tells of
Christinas night tuut eve) will he
there, but General Villa sayr with
an attempted murder and a sui
Y DAY
the scene of a celebration at the
eight or ten thousand men he will far
-cue ai wuu, i
A
Vuu.,i,,
Santa Fe club. The rooms are being
a
a "x rcrt ?
w
t
l?rx--x- r
the garrison and will
outnumber
rrrwir
Saturday night. According to
riKUJM
decorated today by the social commitsurround the city within ten days.
C.
received
Juan
the
here,
story
tee and Charles Patek has been selectSouth of Torreon the next important
Rael, of Questa, returned from
ed to look after the mural decorafederal stronghold is at Zacatecas.
been
had
he
unemwhere
Si
24.
Los
D.
24.
Christ- House early today, loaded with turWyoming
Sun Francisco, Calif., Dec.
Angeles reports 35,000
tions. A beautiful Christmas tree,
Washington,
C, Dec.
Telegraphic communication between
ac
.u.
worK.us
rebel headquarters
at Juarez and mas cheer went out from the White keys, hams, vegetables, cooked foods
lighted by "electric, candles" (Are
Christmas eve finds one hundred thou ployed, and Portland and Seattle
11c
uau
uercil
count for the remainder. Measures of proof!) will be placed in the library,
uip
General Villa at Chihuahua was re- House today to hundreds of the needy of many kinds, fruits and nuts and a X ne IOIIUU Ills
in the principal
faithful to him and last Satur- - U sand men out of work
s
relief have been presented to the var- - The Bociai beginB at 9 p. ra. and wlI1
stored today. The Interference with in Washington by direction of the glittering array of toys and
.
urnu.
for children of the poor. The
ious state anu municipal autnoruies. he attended by clubmen and their
aay nigui bhoi uki. mo uuu
the'vWres by a small band ot federals President and Mrs. Wilson, and their
Ing effect in the right arm, near
nienting today on the many robberies, Governor Johnson, of California, re-- ! friends. There will be dancing, with
caused only temporary anxiety to the daughters, Margaret and Eleanor. Be- entire day was taken up by White
the shoulder, shattering the bone
burglaries and crimes of violence of plied to a delegation of working men refreshments
rebels. Most of the federals who fore the president's family left for House attaches in making the deliverserved at seasonable
so that amputation
was neces- - S the last fortnight. Captain Mooney, that each city must care for its own hours.
evacuated Chihuahua were still at Mississippi last night, deserving fami- ies. The presidential Christmas givchief of the detective bureau, esti-l- i problems. Governor West, of Oregon,
sary. Rael then turned the gun
Salazar's guerilla band. lies In the capital had been listed for ing was by no means the only eviAt The Elks.
Ojlnaga.
on himself, putting one bullet X mated that there are 20,000 unem-S- declined to call a special session of
which crossed the rebel line Bouth of practical Christmas gifts. Many of dence of the holiday season at the exThe Elks will observe Christmas as
Mrs
X
mansion
discovered
for
these
had
left
and
had
ecutive
been
for
chest
to
be
In
the
have
San
Francisco.
to
however,
by
do
gifts
so
the
upper
was
that
gone
through
Hunger
ployed
Juarez
reported
in former years, at their fine home on
legislature, arguing
Wilson and her daughters by personal the president and members of his
a second through his right side. S no conscience, he said, and the wave would be to invite a worse calamity Lincoln avenue.
yond the reach of rebel pursuit.
wltU
two
arrived
He
to
die.
Dec.
X
will
.
was
D.
investigations.
rise
now
bound
S
Accordingly
family
constantly
throughout
of
crime
confronts the people of the
C,
higher than
Washington,
l
White
automobile
left
the
trucks
the
the
of
relief
large
day.
state.
battleships
unless the city provided work.
orders for the
(Continued on page four).
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RESPONSIBLE

(4

WE ARE PREPARED

j

PARTY IS THE

To take care of all Xmas orders,
large or small, on

I

G.JhP.

Candy, Fruits, Nuts, Turkeys, Chickens,

GEORGE

Ducks, Oysters, Extra rancy Holly, Wreaths,
S

AND

OVER

A

TON OF XMAS CANDY

AT

THE

ACTION

OF

NATIONAL

ITS

THE
COM-

MITTEE IS FORMAL CONFESSION

PRICE.

RIGHT

SAYS

PERKINS

W.

ft

IN

PUT DEMOCRATS
NOW

WINTER GROCERY GO.

THEY

IF

DEPRESSION

40.

TALK

THE

FAULT

OF

PARTY,

THEN

THE

POWER

OF BUSINESS

THIS

IS

THE

DEMOCRATIC
REPUBLICAN

PARTY IS TO BLAME?

Chicago in 1312. They have refused
to call a national convention of the
party for the simple reason that they
do not dare to call such a convention,
knowing full well that if they did
there would be another wide split m
the party.
1'nder such conditions as these how
can it be conceivable to any man who
cares a rap for his country or its free
institutions that there can be any
movement between the Republican party, so called, and the Progressive party? Which branch of the
Republican party as it stands today is
the Republican party the branch that
wanted in Washington to call a convention of the party, or the branch
that did not want to call a convention? Forms and symbols are not in
teresting the American voter of today. He is after something that is
real and tangible. He is interested in
principles, as such, and not in forms
and phrases.
(To Be Continued Friday)

ENTERTAINED By
PORTALES CLUB

tales to spend the Christmas holidays-Hhas been in attendance upon the
New Mexico Agricultural
and Mechanical Arts college at Mesilla Park.
Dr. D. D. Swearingen,
of Roswell.
was in Portales on professional business recently.
Mr. John H. Martin, an
soldier Hearing 70 years of age,
died and was buried in the Portales
cemetery by the old soldiers and the
Daughters of the Confederacy.
Judge G. L. Reese has returned from
a trip to central and west central
Texas.

PHONE 85 MAIN.

Goal

Wood

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERR1LLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T & S. F. Railroad Depot

QUEER

Rio Grande

RAILROAD COMPANY.
Christmas and New Year Holiday Excursion Fares
all stations on the Denver & Rio Grande and Rio Grande
Southern Railroads in Colorado and New Mexico
TO all stations on the Denver & Rio Grande and Rio Grande Southern
Railroads In Colorado and New Mexico.
ALSO FROM all stations on the Denver & Rio Grande Rallroaod to
all stations In COLORADO on the following lines: CHICAGO,
FROM

BURLINGTON
& QUINCY R. R., CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND &
PACIFIC RV., COLORADO & SOUTHERN RY., COLORADO MIDLAND RY., FLORENCE & CRIPPLE CREEK RY., MISSOURI-PACIFIRY., SAN LUIS SOUTHERN RY., UNION PACIFIC R. R.

FARES
One
fare for
Denver & Rio Grande R. R.
To all points on above Foreign
made by the use of one first class
or Denver plus fare and one third,
Dates of Sale, Dec. 23d, 24th, 25th
first-clas- s

one-wa- y

the round trip to all points on the
Lines mentioned, the fare will be
fare for the round trip to Pueblo
Pueblo or Denver to destination.

and 3 1st, 1913, and Jan.

Return Limit, January 5th,

VM. M.

1st, 1914.

ANIMAL

THESE DAYS OP MODERN METHElectricity plays a most Important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth

IN

KINGDOM.

The elephant has three sets of teeth,
fcur in each jaw, but only eight of the
in action at nnp time.
The
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The great big fact tliat stands out
prominently in connection with the
meeting of the Republican National
Ouiumittee ju Washington this week
Is that it formally and deliberately
confessed its sins:; and if there was
anytliijifi in the United Slates a lingering doubt as to. who broke up the Republican party that action of these
gentlemen in Washington this week
must dispel any such doubt.
Whatever else their action amounts
to, it confesses that their position at
the Chicago convention in 1912 was
wrong; yet it was that very position
that brought about Mr. Taft's nomination and defeated the nomination of
Mr. Roosevelt. I take it that there is
no one who will now question this
Mr. Taft's nomination
slatement.
was not only forced by the use of
southern delegates from states that
had no possible chance to cast an
electorial vote for a Republican president, but forced by the usurpation of
power by the rational committee in
seating such delegates from other
states as they arbltraily chose. In the
election which followed Mr. Taft was
overwhelmingly defeated. Mr. Roosevelt received more votes than did Mr.
Taft. Mr. Wilson received a minority
number of all the votes cast, even a
smaller number of votes than Mr.
Bryan received one time when he was
a candidate; and Mr. Wilson and the
Democratic party were placed in
charge of our federal government.
The first, thing that the Republican
National Committee did when it met
in Washington this week was to set up
the calamity howl and talk at length
about the depression in business, the
number of men who are being thrown
out of work, and the general sad
straits to which the country, in their
judgment, has been reduced, industrially speaking the whole idea being
that this is because the Democratic
party is in power. If we are facing an
industrial shut down, if we are facing
,
and these
soup house and
gentlemen are right In saying that it
is because the Democratic party is in
power, then in view of their confession at Washington this week they
and they alone are directly responsible for placing the Democratic party
in power; directly responsible for the
dire conditions which they claim the
country is facing.
At the Chicago convention in 1912:
this same sort of talk was heard, viz
that rather than let Roosevelt get the
nomination and be elected it was better to let the Democrats have it for
four years, plunge the country Into
John R. Hopper has gone to Yuma,
depression and trouble, starve the
223 San Francisco St. Phone 206 W
country into submission, and then Ariz., where he will spend several
months.
into
come
back
SANTA FE, N.M.
.
these men would
Edwin Neer has returned to Por- power again and be able to carry on
their political plans and ambitions as
they individually pleased.
They are consistently carrying out
this program. They do not care what
becomes of the country bo long as
they individually can survive politically.
The
plan adopted at Wash
ington by the Republican National
Committee is already spoken of in the
papers as the "Barnes plan." The
meeting of the Republican Xational
Committee was very much like the
Our line of Xmas Delicacies
conference held tn New York City a
complete we have
few dayB ago. Everything was post-a
done
to
be
is
We
going
something
in
poned;
at some time in the future prpvided
:
we
Goodies
few of
offering
something else is done meanwhile.
It is very much like Colonel Carter's
20c
to
12
CANDIES-Christ- mas
per lb. Huyler's Exquiscandies,
famous promissory note to his niece,
40c to $5.0 per box. Vassar and Nobility
ite
Chocolates,
which read something as follows:
35c to $2.50 per box.- "As soon as possible after date I
Tree decorations, tinsel, etc, irom to up. A,n
DECORATIONS
promise to pay to my beloved niece as ;
1c to 20c for t e large ones.
from
Bells,
much as 1 can afford, for value reImmorGREENS We will have a full Ine of Holly and Holly and
ceived."
In bulk, Roping Mistletoe,
Holly
telles
Wreaths,
After the Chicago convention, when
etc
the Progressive party was organized,
New Navels, 30c, 35e, 40c, 45e, 50c and Wc per dox. Per
ORANGES
were
roundly
the
Progressives
$3.50
case,
the
within
not
blamed for
remaining
3 for 25c, 10c and 20c.
FLORIDA GRAPE-FRUIranks of the Republican party and reMALAGA AND CA.IFORNIA RED GRAPES.
IMPORTED
Does
any
forming It from within.
GERMAN CHRISTMAS CAKE.
man now believe that
PFEFFEHNUS E German Nut Cakes.
LEBKUCHEN
anything at all could have been acFRUIT CAKE.
WARNER'S
MRS.
any such
complished by following
HEINZ AND BLUE LABEL PLUM PUDDING.
course? The members of the national
Osmundos, Tom Moore, Tiberius, Little
CIGARS IN XMAS BOXES
committee of the Republican party are
others.
Crux
and
mary
Sierra
Tom,
only making the motions they are now
FANCY TOBACCOS IN GLASS HUMIDORS.
of
sort
of
the
hardest
because
making
Wlnesaps, Grimes' Golden,
EXTRA FANCY APPLES Jonsthans,
Progressives all
hammering from
Black Ben and others, $1.75 per box.
over the country. They are making
NUTS Walnuts, Almonds, Filbers, Pecans, Black Walnuts, Hickory
them for no other reason; they do
Nuts, Chestnuts, Peanuts, Etc.
are
not believe iu what they
doing;
CLUSTER RAISINS, Smyrna Figs In baskets, Stuffed
IMPORTED
out
their
they do not intend to carry
Dates In Glass.
and
Figr
obprogram in good faith if they can posFRESH FRUIT AND VEGETABLES We will have everything
sibly avoid it; they haven't the slightIn the Fruit and Vegetable line at this period of the
tainable
est possible sympathy with the proyear. .
gram from beginning to end. In
POULTRY Turkeys, Ducks, Geese, Springs and Hens.
out their prospectus for read
FRESH MEATS Beef, Pork, M tton, Lamb, Veal, Spare Rlbe, Brains.
justing representation in future ReWieners, Pigs Feet; also full line of Kosher Meats.
publican Xational conventions they arFISH OF ALL KINDS.
which
the
power
bitrarily usurped
OYSTERS, SEALSHIPT AND . THE SHELL.
clearly belongs to the party, exactly
CHEESE AND DELICATESSA GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
as they usurped power at the Chicago
delein
In
1912
convention
seating
Price on
We
gates. Their own law committee, apdeterminpointed for the purpose of
Leaves
ing whether the national committee
had power to do this thing, reported
HABIT!
GET THE HABIT 1 - GET
back to the national committee last
week that it had no such power; that
GROCERY
only a national convention of the
party could exercise it. This report
was ignored in precisely the same
manner that reports were Ignored at
Por-uile- s

AS TO RATES, ETC., CALL

ON

SCOTT, T. F. & P. A..

n

ODS,

for father, mother and children. Qood light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

-

are

Foster-Milbur-

1914.

244 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N. 'M,

r

LIGHT

TALES FROM

tian.
muscles; ana so icu.
isri that it can pick up almost anyto a
Portales, X. M., Dec. 24. Governor , thing from a toothpick
William C. McDonald and Adjutant
The elephant is the largest of all
General Harry T. Herring visited
said to
to inspect Company '"M" of the extant land animals, and is
intelnational guard. They were met at the be second only to the dog in
comes from a
train by the officers of the company, ligence; but the dog
domesticated
members of the Commercial club and thousand generations of
Mock. So the elephant deserves a
citizens of the lowu and surrounding
deal of credit for quickness in
country. Jt had been planned to take
almost any other animal.
the distinguished visitors on a tour of ftirpassing
The ivory of the elephant's tusks is
of
to
the principle places
inspection
the most resilient substance known.
interest in the valley, but owing to the An
ball will rebound higher
inclement weather this had to be that ivory
a solid rubber one; that is why
given up. They were, however, taken the best billiard balls are mads of this
to see the pow er plant of the Portales
cubstance, and to obtain it the eleIrrigation company and to one or two phant Is ruthlessly hunted and slain.
In the evening
of the nearby wells.
Captain Molinari, of Company "M"
MUST BELIEVE IT.
and Mrs. Molinari gave a six course
Addinner to Governor McDonald,
Santa Fe People
When
Captain
Herring,
jutant General
Tell It So Plainly.
Bleumlein, of Clovis, N. M., and Lieu-tenants Tyson and Friddy of the home
When public endorsement Is made
company. At eight the inspection of by a representative citizen of Santa
the guards was witnessed by a large Fe, the proof is positive. You must
gathering of people, after which Gen- believe it. Read this testimony. Everal Herring made a brief address, ery sufferer of kidney backache, evpointing out the need of the guards. ery man, woman or child with kid- Following him, Governor McDonald nev trouble will do well to read the
was introduced and made a much ap-- following;
Toribio Rodriguez, 110 Johnson St.,
predated address. The evening's en
tertaiiimeut was closed with a mil Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "I suffered
off and on for several months from
itary ball.
The following morning the govt--r backache and pains across my loins.
nor and adjutant general visited the Mornings when I tried to sweep out
bothered me so
public schools and made brief ad the store, my back
much that often I had to sit down.
dresses.
no
Another fine snow has fallen here, The trouble got to be constant and
me.
and apparently is quite generally dis- matter what I did, my back hurt
Kidney
tributed over this part of the coun I finally began using Doan's
I soon found out that they
try. Considerable snow melted and Pills and
A box and a
there is now some eight inches on the were what I needed.
me. I am just as enthuscured
half
ground. This snow following on the iastic in
my praise of Doan's Kidney
heels of the one of a few days ago is
as I was when I first recsufficient to put the Beason down a Pills now,
them several years ago."
ommended
good many inches.
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
Considerable interest was mani- cents.
Buffalo,
Co.,
fested in the recent election on the New York sole
agents for the United
The
school
county high
proposition.
States.
proposition carried over three to one
Remember the name Doan's and
in Portales, and from present reports
take no other.
it seems praelicattj assured that it
carried over the county by a safe majority, at least so far as Portales is
concerned. There still is some doubt
LUMBER, LATH, CEMENT,
as to the other towns having received
a majority of votes cast. The ladies
had the right to vote on this question
WINDOWS, DOORS
and were present in goodly numbers
to cast their votes.
AND MOULDING
r K. Wilson made a business trip to
Fort Worth, Texas, recently.
Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Ward have gone
SAWYER
to Columbus, Ohio, to spend the

bread-lines-

FOR INFORMATION

I

POWER
IS QUITE SO

as to touch the button and
is ready to cook your
Iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms.
Electricity will do every thing
furnish it at reasonable rates,
We
for you.
and
day
night' Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

NOTHINQ

Well-Know-

k

The Denver

24,

e

good-size-

CAPITAL COAL YARD

DECEMBER

WEDNESDAY,

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

ASK FOR TICKETS - SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

FROM SANTA FE
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and all points in
New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific

Goast, via NEW

The

Best
Route

to Torrance thence.

.V
MEXICO CENTRAL

East

Hor

' West

For Rates and Full Information, Address
G. F. & P. Aft, El Paso, Texas.
EUGENE FOX,

.

L. A. HUGHES,

C. L. POLLARD,

President.

R.

Secretary.

J.

CRICHTON,

Manager

&

Treasurer.

1. J.

Lumber and Transfer Co.
(INCORPORATED)

HEADQ,TJARTEBS

LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing: and Building Materials of Every Description.

j

1

j

AGENTS fthe FAMOUS DAWSON COAL

this year is the
ever had, and that
are listing
the city.

most
means the best
the "

"

are

2

GENERAL

TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE

Choc-date-

j

ll

EJ5Your Business Solicited,

j

Phone

100

and

35 W.

well-berrl-

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

-:

open-minde-

NEW MEXICO

MILITARY

INSTITUTE

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.

t

Located In tbe beautiful Pecos
V alley 8,700 feet store sea level,
sunshine every da;. Ones air
work throughout tbe entire set-lioConditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEALeueb as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Four-see- n
offloers and Instructors, all
radiates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modem In every respect.

Detents

put-tin- e

Everything
Guarantee Quality and
Our Store!
.That
THE

:

E. A. CAHOON. President.
J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. POB, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAV.
t Par particulars

and Illustrated cave-

rue. address.

C0L.JAS.W.WJLLS0N,Sopt.

-

THE MODERN

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

COMPANY.

Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.

66-6-

Next Door to Postoffice.

- YMASHizm

ilYMAK

IFOIR,

MULLIGAN & RISING,

CHRISTMAS
RATES

HOLIDAY

hie

ah m vm

FIRE

For the Round Trip Between All
Points on the

A.T.&S.F.R.R.INNEWMEX,
Also to All Points on the
A. T. & S. F. R. R. IN COLORADO,
Trinidad to Denver inclusive.
Dates of Sale, December 23rd, 24th, 25th and
31st, and Januaay 1st, 1914. Return Limit,

January 5th, 1914.
HOLIDAY RATES FOR STUDENTS

I

TEACHERS

For the benefit of Students and teachers tickets will be-be
fare for the round trip
d
sold at rate of one and
west
tween all roinis in New Mexico, including Coast lines
on condition
20th
and
19th
December
on
of Albuquerque,
that such parties present certificates from teacher or princiat said school.
pal of the school, showing attendance
Minimum selling rate, $5.00, return limit January 5th,
one-thir-

1914.

For particulars, call on any agent of the Santa Fe.

Santa

H. S. LUTZ, AGENT.
New Mexico.
Fe,

1913.

WEDNESDAY,

DECEMBER

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN- -

24, 1913.
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of Brush and Crawford.
ed in Mr. Brush's will as "uiy faith'
ON THE COLUMBIA RIVER BAR.
Today lie is the sole heir of Charles ful friend."
Mr. Vderitz entered Mr. Brush's em
H. Brush, senior member of the firm,
who died last week. A sum approach- - ploy at the age of i as an office boy CORRESPONDENT SAWYER TELLS HOW OPERATORS AT PACIFIC'S LARGEST WIRELESS STATION ENNew York, Due. 24. When Henry
ins $ (io.'iOO is Mr. rderitz'g reward.
JOY YULETIDE WHILE GUARDING NATION'S COMMERCE AT THE "GRAVEYARD OF THE PACIFIC."
J, Uderltz left school 30 years 'ago for
For a number of years he has been GYPSV GIRL GIUES
North Head Light and "Old Storms"
(By E. O. Sawyer.)
a Job, he found one in the law officii a member or the nrm, ana is aeseriD- A TRUE PROPHECy Staff Special).
Killiher, weatherman (lower left and
North Head, Wash., Dec. i The
v
a
I I I I
!
24.
Dec.
.May Irtish,
"Governor" Alex Pesonen, k eeper of
Detroit,
whole world is saying "Merry Christf
pretty gypsy girl, was arrested here mas at North Head tonight.
th Nnrth MusH linht
after telling the fortune of (',. IS.

FAITHFUL WORK
FINDS ITS REWARD

CHRISTMAS

'NEW DANCING CLUB
ORGANIZED HERE

1

M.--

JL

I

II U II U II .

II

II

asi

.

IB

J4

Aspinwall.
It is charged that she prophecied
financial losses for him in the near
future and that at the end of the
ceremony of looking into a great be
yond, lie missed $S. She is held at
the new Canfield avenue station for
women, charged with being a pickThe girl is said that she had
pocket.
no home.
According to the police she tried to
place the money back in Ills pocket
when caught.

Your little girl or hoy lias a natural gift for music. Are you
spoiling it ?
When she hums or pities at play, she is merely expressing this
natural gift her talent. All children have this gift for music.
Sometimes parents develop it. Often they starve it.
Oftener still, they spoil it spoil it with a poor piano a
piano "good enough to practice on."
The untrue tones of a cheap piano spoil the ear. The delicate
hrain cells which register sound, pick up the habit of untrue sound
a habit which they cannot unlearn. You kDow how a singer
with a "poor ear" sings oil' the key and never knows it.
Yet from a good piano the ear will just as readily pick up true
sound habits habits which mean refinement and taste.
Develop your child's natural gift. Give her a chance for a
true musical education on a good piano. It will mean happiness
in after life popularity perhaps a career.

The

Learnard-Lindeman-

Co.

n

Is the place to buy a time honored instrument.
What better
Christmas gift to your boy or girl than one of our rich toned beautiful pianos. We have a plan by which you can afford, to give your
child just such a gift this Christmas to give him or her a good
musical education now, instead of waiting until you have saved up
for it. No matter where you live a small payment down will put
a new piano in your home.

.

oou:po:rr.
LEARNAED-LINDEMAN-

COMPANY,

Address...
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1

1
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Boyce
Gloria Palria
Beethoven
Gloria In Kxcellsis
Gerrish
Te Deum Laudanum
Waller
Incidental solos by Miss Fischer,
Mr. Kirkpatrick and Mr. Orms- bee.
Jubilate Deo
l.eighton
Incidental solo by Miss Carrol,
lutroit
Bass Solo
"Hallelujah,
Bischoff
Christ is Born''
Mr. Llewellyn C. Hall.
Gloria Tibi
Garratt
Bariton Solo and Chorus "The
Birthday of a King," . . . .Neidlinger
Mr. Robert L. Ormsbee, Soloist.
Sermon Hymn "It Came Tpon the

Willis
Teerne
Patria
Beethoven
Offertory Anthem "Joy Fills Our
Hearts Today"
Worthing
Miss Florence Ormsbee, Soloist.
Offertory Sentence "Praise God
From Whom All Blessings Flow"
Franc
Gounod
Sanctus
Miss Jessie P. Carroll, Soloist
Communion Hymn "Bread of the
World"
Hodges
Gerrish
Gloria in Excellsls
Dimlttis
Gregorian
jNunc
Recessional Hymn "O, Little Town
of Bethlehem"
Redner
Organ Prelude "Marche Romain''
Midnight Clear"

Amen
Gloria

j

Choir:
Sopranos Miss Jessie P. Carroll,
Miss Dora Fischer, Miss B. Bristow,
Mrs. Llewellyn C. Hall.
Tenors Mr. A. S. Kirkpatrick, Mr.
T. A. Hayden.
Altos Miss Edna Ahrahamson, Miss
E. C. Marmon, Miss F. A. Ormsbee.
Bassos Mr. Robert I. Ormsbee,
Mr. L. C. Hall.
Organist Miss Mary McFie.
Choir Director Mr. Llewellyn C.
Hall.

OUR UNPARALLELED

Typewriter Rental Offer
Three Months
For

$5.00

For $5.00 we will rent you, guaranteed by us In
good condition, an understroke model 6, 7 or 8
Remington Typewriter or understroke Smith Premier for THREE MONTHS.
Then you can buy a machine if you like, and w
will credit this $5.00 on the purchase.gr

brated stuffed peppers her friends
scarcely can tell which is the more
individually piquant the delectable
dish or the clever' stories of their

,
the edge of the head,
joined
the assistant keeper in his narHe
row cell just below the light.
was peering through a spray drenchedpane, that had been rubbed with gly
cerine to keep it transparent, across
the terrible Sand Spit, to where Co
lumbia's lightship beacon danced wildly on the towering seas. Beyond, three
blotches of light, told of steamers hove
to outside the bar, waiting for the
day to "come In."
As the night wore on the gale increased, and the keeper leveled his
"I've been relaying 'Merry Christ- night glass to westward and swept the
mas,'' from Panama to St. Paul, Alas- horizon, looking for little twinkling
of vessels runka, from Arlington, Va., to that Jap lights, that would tell
liner three days out of Yokahama, and ning before tho storm.
Over at the weather station "Old
from Key West to Honolulu, to be
relayed on to Manila," said Operator Storms" who has seen 17 wrecks near
North Head excused himself and
Pruit.
"Oh, its great, this Christmas spirit. "went on watch." He has telephonic
You can tune in on any operator in connections with the life saving stareach tonight and you'll find him tionsfour of them grouped around
pounding out 'Merry Christmas' to. Columbia and many a time his keen
Dear Somebodies somewhere else.
eyes have been the first to see the
But in spite of the storm and the signal of distress.
f
Chief Operator McAfee quietly driftthe world
extra work helping
send the season's greetings to the ed away from the "Governor's" and
other half, North Head i having a joined "Texas" who was at the key
little celebration on Its own hook.
again.
"It's nights like this, we hear the
"Governor" Pesonen, the head light
keeper, has thrown open his house for S. O. S.," said "Texas."
a big spread given by the boys of the
"They're making heavy weather of
Wireless to their wives and sweet-- it out there. Door stove in by a sea
a half hour ago on the Frisco boat.
hearts.
Down at the light houso right on Two of the crew swept the full length

Here, in the naval radio station, the
most powerful on the western edge
relieving
of America, six operators,
each other every hour, are pounding
out greetings.
Outside a forty mile gale is roaring
through the pines on the head. The
North Pacific beating on the rocks two
hundred feet below sends sheets ol
spray into the air, drenching the little
group of buildings, which house the
light house keepers, the operators
and "Old Storms" Kelliher, weather-man,- ,

1

Tren-berg-

one-hal-

I

1884; lowest,

THE WEATHER
The temperature yesterday ranged
from 15 to 26 degrees and the average
relative humidity was 88 per cent.
The precipitation for 24 hours ending
at 6 a. m. today showed 0.10 of an
Inch
of snow. Yesterday was a
cloudy, cold day, with a light snow
which measured 1.7 inches.
The temperature at 6 a. in. today
was 11 degrees here. In other cities
it was as follows:
Amarillo. 8; Bismarck, 4; Boise, 4;
Cheyenne, 12; Dodge City, 24;
4; Grand Junc6; Flagstaff,
tion, 2; Helena, 12; Kansas City, 28;
Lander, 2; Los Angeles, 46; Modena,
2; Oklahoma, 34; Phoenix, 38; Port- laud,' 32; Pueblo, 20; Rapid City, 18;
Roseburg, 38; Roswell, 32; Salt Lake,
20; San Francisco. 48; Spokane, 26;
Tonopah, 18; Williston, 8; Winnemuc.-ca- ,

1

In 1876.

Forecast.
For Santa Fe and vicinity: Fair
and colder tonight; Thursday fair,
pleasant weather.
For New Mexico: Tonight generally fair, cooler in east portion; Thursday fair.
Conditions.
Tliera has been a rapid return to
high barometer over most of the
western country, the low areas being
forced southeast to Oklahoma and
northern Texas. A second area of low
pressure has appeared off the Oregon
coast. Skies are clear and the weath
er cold over most of the Salt Lake
basin and much of the Rocky mountains, but snow continues over the
southern plains region and in North
Dakota, while it is cloudy, threatening and warmer over the Pacific
coast. Locally fair weather is Indicated over Christmas day, with somewhat
colder weather tonight, but fair and
pleasant Thursday.

of the deck, but they managed to

save

A
themselves by grabbing the rail.
Dollar line freighter losf a boat but
aft hands are safe.
"It's funny the different kinds of
weather they have, all at once. Not
a breath of air down at Panama tonight, and a liner outside Frisco two
days reports the sea smooth as glass.
"Here its so rough that two of the
lightship's crew are seasick and up at
Cape Flattery a tug Is looking for a
coaster in distress and the cutter Manning is hove to in the gale standing
by a square rigger that's water logged
and rolling her yards under."
In the wee small hours the party at
the "Governor's" broke up, the operators returned to quarters and the keeper's wife pressed all the spare beds
into service for the guests.
,iusc oerore morning me gaie increaseu 10 a Hurricane.
t om ners
mouniain nign on sann Him snowea
crTinollv wMfft tn iha hnTF Unhf anil a
sprinkle of ash along the eastern horizon told of the coming day.
The keeper doused his light and as
the grey turned to pink the wind
slackened. Suddenly the storm was

hostess. Here follows her stuffed pep
pers recipe'
Wipe carefully and grate into small
pieces fresh field mushrooms and fry
slightly in a tablespoon of butter
there should be a cupful of cream, two
tablespoons of soft bread crumbs, a
half cupful of chopped clams, one
beaten egft yolk and half a teaspoon
over.
"The Manning has the waterlogged of salt. Remove seeds and veins from
half a dozen bell peppers, parboil in
square rigger safe inside," reported
the operator, "and the coaster is O. a little salted water and fill with this
dressing. Bake In an earthen serving
K. in Neah bay.
"I got the last of the 'best wishes' dish for 20 minutes, and baste occasionally with butter and water,
message off at. 5:30."

New

York,

Dec. 24.

The

Paragon Ribbons
'

halting

S.

ARMY ENGINEERS

WILL

DEVISE

"DAYTON FLOOD

MEANS

"

TO

PREVENT ANOTHER

IN OHIO VALLEY.
j
i

MONARCH

For quick results,

little "WANT."

How's Thisr
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that
be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known V
S. Cheney for the last 15
years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by his Arm.

They are the leading lines not only in quality, but In completeness.
And this completeness makes it certain that we have got the exact
ribbon and carbon paper for YOU.

Machine Catalogs and Supplies Booklet on Request.

REMINGTON TYPEWRITER CO.
Phone Main 674.

Albuquerque, N. M.

She's only 6 years old, is this little
girl. Princess Marie of Belgium, but
in her land they call her "Her Royal
Highness, Madame La Princesse Marie
.lose."
That's because her father Is
the king.
Work for toe New Mexican, it Is
working for you, for Santa Fe and
ibe new state.

OUR PARAGON TYPEWRITER RIBBONS ANO REO SEAL CAR
BON PAPERS are recognized as the leading ribbon and carbon lines
on the market.

111 South Fourth St.

TITLE.

li'v

AWFUL

)

BELGIUM

GIRL'S

week.

Six Months, $15,00

Incorporated

PRINCESSE"

2

Red Seal Carbon Papers

(

LA

IS THIS WEE

action of the market today despite
efforts to brine about a continuance
of the advance by bidding up special
stockB made it evident that distribution was in progress.
Pronounced weakness of various
stocks sent back the whole list. Norfolk and Western dropped 3
to
lot)
Strength of Reading wts associated with rumors that the company would reach a settlement out of
court with the government.
Bonds were irregular. .Missouri Pacific convertible 5's declined to 67,
making a loss of six points within a

RENTAL TERMS VISIBLE MODELS
One Month, $3.00

'

"MADAME

WALL STREET.

Easy Payment Plan.
SMITH PREMIER

MAY ROBSON.

-

when
Bear operators quit selling
they failed to make appreciable headway In the general market. Reading
ltiade another upward spurt to 167
6.
The tone of other stocks was also
much better.
Local Data.
"UuThbIi speculation started again at
Work for the New Mexican,
Highest temperature this date last
it
ra,e B1" numerous stocks
year, 36; lowest, 10. Extreme this working for you, for Santa Fe and a
point.
date, 41 years record, highest, 50 in the oew state.
made gains' approximating a

U.

SOLD ON THE

REMINGTON

"The Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary,"

Simper

Gounod

Send me full information about your easy buying piano
plan.

1

.

Miss Mary McFie.

New Mexico.

Albuquerque,

in

is the best story teller among the
women of the stage. In private life
Biie Is Mrs. Charles Augustus Browne,
wife of the police surgeon of New
York City. At their home on Sunday
evening mere is always a merry com- is "olt the
puny when the actress
road," and when May Berves her cele-- i

Dvoak

est"
Venite

ROBSON'S STUF- FED PEPPERS

Mary Itohson. who lias so success
fully starred during the past few years

Miss Mary McFie.
Processional Hymn "O, Come All
Ye Faithful"
Reading
Anthem, "Glory to God in ihe High-

Him

Her-- !0r

'Mi

lW

1 1

Your Gift To

Tlii! club is composed of the most,
prominent
young
men of this city. Daniel C. Ortiz has
been selected as acting president of
the club until permanent officers are
elected. A dance committee has been
selected, which Is composed of Daniel
C. Ortiz, chairman;
Constant Chap-maHilario A. Delgado. George V.
Armijo and Gilberlo Mirabal.
The first dunce will be given Saturevening at Library Hall. Ramirez
day
'Orchestra will furnish the music. The
dance will lie an invitation affair and
will be for the. members and their
ladles only.

IMAV

Cathedral Church.
December 25, J 913.
Midnight Pontifical mass, celebrated by Most Rev. J. B. Pltaval.
The Cathedral church will be open: no p. m.
ed tonight at
Second mass at 8 a. m.
Third mass at 9:30 a. m, Solemn
mass will be celebrated by Rt. Rev.
A. Fourchegu, V. G.
Church of the Holy Faith.
Order of music Christmas Day,
Thursday, December 2.rth.
Organ Prelude "Humoresque,". .
.

bers.

Spanish-America-

THE CHURCHES.

,

Dancing Club is the
dancing organization
(hut has just been organized
here.
The promoter of the new club is Dan- M C. Ortiz,, and he has already Be
cured enough voiing"fFrw to join the
rluli which will consist of thirty mem'i' i
Scamillo
mi me of a new

NATIONAL

This special board of army engin
tions in the Ohio valley and seek wa
report that will be sent to Gen. King
have been secured by thorough resea
In this picture from left to right
Hsnry Jervey, Col. F. R. Shunk (pre

eers, appointed by Secretary of War Garrison to investigate river condiys and means of preventing floods, is In session In Cincinnati to draw up a
man, chief engineer. The facts that will be incorporated in this report
rch and by surveys of the districts affected by the high water.
are: Maj. J. P. Hervey, Maj. F. W. Altstatter, Capt Harold C. Flsk, Col.
and Maj. J. Oakes.
siding), Maj. L. Rand, Maj. F. C. Brow-wel- l

BANK OF COMMERCE.

Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free.
Price 75
cents per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's ?."amfly Pills for cor. at t-

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
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DECISION

FOR THE
PLAINTIFF IN COAL SUIT.

BACK ORDERS FOR
COAL ARE ML
FILLED SAYS C. F. & (.

w

INCOME

TX

DECEMBER 24,
IS

1913.

s

SUSPENDED BY M'ADOO

Trinidad, Colo., Dec. 24. A decision in favor of the plaintiff was rendered in the district court this morning by Judge C. C. Holbrook in the
case of J. .M. John against the Woot-to- n
Land and Fuel company, a J. P.
Morgan incorporation.

Washington, D. C, Dec. 24. Secretary M.cAdoo today suspended until
January 15, 1914, and until further inTrinidad, Colo., Dec. 24. Investigastructions are Issued collection of the
tion of the committee
representing
income tax of 1 per cent at the source,
the Colorado Federation of Labor now
on incomes from interest on the obliKONETCHY. MARSH-MALLOconducting an inquiry into alleged out
gations of special taxation districts,
MAKER, IS
rages of the militia, were suspended
The decision requires the coal camp such as are frequently created in the
this morning during a conference be- to vocate a strip of 1300 acres of dis- west for Irrigation or other local imNOW STAR PLAYER tween
IN AFTERNOON BATTLE
John Iawson, chairman of the puted territory in the vicinity of the provements.
PELKEY WHO KILLED LUTHER MCCARTHY, WILL MEET GUNBOAT SMITH
IN SAN FRANCISCO.
committee, and General John Chase. Colorado-NeMexico line and fixes
Attorney General McReynolds proba
Pittsburgh, Dec. 23. Nine and
The subjects discussed were not given damages at $1200.
ably will be asked to give an opinion
half years ago Edward J. Konetchy out but a statement was issued tfiaf
on the taxation of such incomes.
marshmallows in a the conference was ' friendly."
was deslnging
IRISH STRIKE LEADER
candy factory at La Crosse, Wis. ToThree strikers, charged with asTO VISIT UNITED STATES. TIME EXTENDED IN WHICH
day he is one of the star players in the sault upon Herbert Smith, a mine
CAN.TRUST MAY ANSWER.
:.f
National League and after playing clerk, entered pleas of not guilty In
Dublin,
Ireland, Dec. 24. James
with the St. Louis Cardinals for, six district court this morning. The strik- Larkin, leader
Baltimore, Md., Dec. 24. The time
of the Irish transport
and a half years he has just been ers were arrested by the military au- workers, who have been
the American Can comon strike wfthin-whicto
Pittsburg.
swapped
thorities and later turned over to the since September is going to the Unit- pany and other defendants were recallis
as
he
affectionately
"Koney,"
ed States- earlin the new year to quired to file answer' to the governsheriff.
ed by thousands of fans, only became
t
suit entered here
Forty strike breakers arrived this carry, on his "fiery cross" mission ment's
"call
The
accident.
believed to the fear in which he holds a ball player by
morning from Chattanooga, Tenn., and among laboring .men there.- .. At the November 20, last for the dissolution
near
came
of the wild"
very
getting a special train bearing ISO from the same time he will collect funds for the of the company has been extended un.
.
,
I
T. 'l
tfau Francisco, Calif. Deo. 21.
his present manager, Jim Buckley, of him. Besides presiding over the desPennsylvania coal fields is scheduled j strikers here. He made this un til January 31, 1914.
What is considered the last eliminaNew York. Smith has cleaned up tinies of the candy factory, he also 'o arrive this afternoon. A statement inouncement today in a speeclTafc
Judge John C. Rose, in the United
was famed as a fisherman, a hunter
'
tion battle among white hopes will be
all back orders for coal had been mainham, a suburb.
inStates district court, signed the order
I
I
in
the
.J.
met
east,
has
man
he
every
and incidentally as a back lot ball filed was made today by the Colorado!
sr..
I
to that effect today.
staged here on (ho afternoon of Jancluding Jim Flynn, Carl Morris, Boer player in La Crosse.
luel and Iron company, the largest PAGES IN U. S. SENATE
Smith
could
who
with
Gunboat
two
HAVE
making
brothers
"Iv'e
1,
got
MERRY
and
wary
NEW MAYOR OF NEW
CHRISTMAS.
"ncern operating in the district,
Koedel, Charlie Miller and Langford.
beat me all hallow playing ball," de- 'hit conditions are rapidly approachYORK "TAKES OATH.
n try fur the empty title left to ArWashington, D. C, Dec. 24. Vice
His terrific right hand punch, one of clared Koney, "but. they can't see the ing normal.
New York, Dec. 24. John Eurroy
President Marshall was host, by proxy
thur Pelliey when Luther McCarthy
rather
take
their
city life. They'd
Striking coal miners will now be today at a dinner to Bixteen page boys Mitchell, elected mayor of New York
the deadliest possessed by any
boats out on the river and shoot, ducks given work only as vacancies occur, of the senate.
last election on the fusion ticket, took
died in the ring in the first round of
trir.lr
the
turned
has
a
world's according to a statement given out
cm
generally
or go Ashing than to play in
Edwin A. Halsey, chief of the pages the oath of office today. The oath was
his bout with Pelkey in Calgary last
for him, but he also has a greatly im- series game. I used to feel that way by the local operators this afternoon. sat at the head of the table in place administered by Supreme Court Jus
about it, too.
The 200 miners who arrived today to- of the vice president, who had left tice Ford in the presence of a few
summer. The winner of the
ex- proved left hand. The ex tar is
"I broke into the game in peculiar gether with others now en route to Washington for Indianapolis. The personal friends. Mayor Mitchell will
bout must really be considered
,
way. I went to my foreman one day Trinidad, will be sufficient for present page boys received many Christmas not take office until the first of the
jecte.d to be a 2 to 1 favorite over
and asked him if he would give me a demands, it is said. It is pointed out remembrances from senators.
year.
heavyweight champion of the world,
be
lie
will
outweighed
although
couple of weeks off. He asked me that business is slack and the demand
no matter how little class they may
what for and I told him I wanted to for coal is not as heavy as usual.
THREE TONS OF FOOD
FILE ANSWER IN ST.
fully 20 pounds.
out with the La Crosse team that
show. All of the other championDISTRIBUTED TO REFUGEES.
LOUIS TERMINAL CASE.
try
has
work
that
the
Pelkey
Beyond
D. C, Dec. 24. Twenty-fwas being organized. The foreman WANTS TO DIE NOW
Washington,
St.
Dec.
24.
beaten.
Edward
been
have
Louis,
,C.
contenders
ship
"You got an iron
done in the gymnasium here, little is was scandalized.
refugees have been rescued
HER LOVER IS DEAD. Crow, speciul counsel for the federal ive
Sam'. Langford lost a decision to
known of him.
Tommy nerve," he shouted, to ask for time oT
government in the suit to dissolve the front flood regions in the Brazos river
to look for another job. However,
in Texas by the revenue cut24.
Miss
N.
Dec.
is
Y.,
Monticello,
that
Smith and Jack Johnson tactitly adinsists
alleged
monopoly of the St. Louis Ter- district
Pelkey
Burns, however,
you go ahead and when you find out Adelaide Brance, the woman who was minal association, today filed before ter Wlndom. The ship already has
a real champion and that the boxing that
mits that he does not care to take a
you can't play ball you com-ba- with Melvin B.. Couch, former ..dis- Circuit Judge Sanborn, Hook and distributed three tons of food and is
world is in for a big surprise. Burns,
here and you can go back to trict attorney of Sullivan count', Smith a brief in answer to that filed continuing the work, according to rechance with Langford. This, then,
ever
work
boxers
that
craftiest
one
of
the
jelly beans again. You'd when he died suddenly Sunday morn- by Henry S. Priest, a few days ago, ports today to Captain P. H. Uberroth
making
leaves the race to Smith and Pelkey.
at revenue cutter headquarters.
;
has been tutoring better stick to turning out
on
a
glove,
pulled
ing in his office, was given her free on behalf of the terminal.
Pejkey and the victor will be hailed
suckers and get your mind off this dom late ,this afternoon, the author!-j,- months and has taught him
for
Pelliey
foolishness."
ARCTIC EXPLORERS SAFE
ties having, failed to connect her with.jT. B. HOSPITALS ARE
as (he successor of such great
one of the best left jabs ever flashed
FOR THE WINTER,
Koney, however, wmt to the brll the death of the man for whom she'l,UNCONSTITUTIONAL,
ritasim-monpions as Sullivan, Cortrett,
by a heavyweight, not barring
park daily. He acted as a part of th h immured herself for three years.
Jefferson City, Mo Dec. 24. The
and Jeffries.
It is fast and carries plenty ol scenery for eleven days, he declares,
(Continued from page one).
Though freed now even of the state supreme court today handed
lookwas
He is a bit slow with his right, The manager often looked through charge of petty larceny, on which she down a decision holding unconstitu
steam.
two
years ago
Smith, who,
or over him or around him, but was held
him
On the shore was a large lojf
pending an investigation of tional the law that provides for the spring.
but the power behind it is terrific. never at him.
ed upon as a joke in California beKoney posed in the the man's edath, Miss Brance has organization of tuberculosis
hospital hut, built by a fur trader about two
cause of his apparent dislike for any
Pelkey shows plenty of action In all background until lie felt dike an old asked permission to remain a volun- districts and their maintenance
by itars ago. The hut promised to make
ideal winter quarters.' The stores
of his work, showing that he not only oak tree until one day the manager, tary
kind of a wallop and who was accused
for two or three days. taxation.
prisoner
rkf lulnt, dnurn mm'P ihfltl nncp. 1R One
The law is held unconstitutional be- from thi boat were unloaded and
"1 cannot face the world now," she
likes it, but is in good form. He looms who was "Pink" Hawley called him.
"Meet me downtown,,' he whispered,
Arthur Pelkey, Showing His Great
.
driJlwood was collected to last
I am sick at heart andlcause tne ,a is t,ot S0USht for cor
or UId leal BlliMiises ui mc 11115. nuci
Well, and if he can avoid Smith's he reflected and seemed about to say said today.
as required by the for making fires all winter.
Reach and Shoulder Development and up
purposes
porate
sick
physically."
right Burns' prophecy of a surprise "the old mill at midnight and bring
leaving California he suddenly devel- - portrait of "Gunboat" Smith,
will permit the constitution.
Sheriff Kinney
but he said instead,
New
for the sporting world may come true. the
Subscribe for the Santa
a lion's heart, due largely, it is lenger.
woman to stay long enough to regain
"at Mike's Bar."
DANISH
the pper that boosts all
Mexican,
PROMINENT
her strength. She is destitute and
POLITICIAN IS DEA6. the time and works tcr the upbuildKoney met him and Hawley slic
to which she
ed him up at $50' a month, which was says he has no place
Denmark, Dec. 24.
Copenhagen,
ing of our naw Stat
FOR
JOB
THAT
WILTSE
WHAT'S THE MATTER WITH SOUTHPAW GEORGE
more than he made at the candy fac might go. Today she expressed the Jacob Broennuin Scavenius Estrup, for
the
buried
beside
die
to
wish
and
be
tory. Koney played with the La
many years the leading politician of
a
Croose team two and half years until dead man.
Denmark, died here today. For nineWITH THE GIANT NEXT YEAR?
OF FIRST-BASIN- G
into
an
Miss
refuses
Brance
give
teen years, from 1875 to 1894, he was
he attracted the eye of Jack Houston,
a scout for the Cardinals and a little formation as to her relatives, saying premier and finance minister in the
Will Fred xrerklo play first for the
later Manager McCIoskey went to that she does not wiBh to bring dis Danish cabinet. He was born ' on
Giants next year?
Houston, and signed the big youngster grace upon them.
April 16, 1825.'
for St. Louis. Koney joined the team
ny number of fans are asking
FAIR WEATHER MEANS
in Cincinnati.
TANGO ON EXHIBIT
mselves this question; Merkle is
MERRY CHRISTMAS.
COURT
IN CALIFORNIA
The news of thtFsigning of Koney
in Asia; so is
h the
was printed and 'it was erroneously
Hew Years
Cfirisimas
:Graw, but the effort of the New
Los Angeles, Cal., Dec. 24. Al
(Continued From Page One.)
The
Btated that he was a Greek.
irk business manager to trade Mer-3- ,
a
"statement
termed
Greeks of Cincinnati decided that it though legally
will dis- PURCHASES
Snodgrass and an armful of bats
was meet that they honor their Hel- of fact," and presented as such, the other organizations the Elks
&r-various
for
orders
tribute
in
the
was
good
danced
police
today
r Ed Konetchy, at the National
lenic player and all the Greek socie- tango
convento
the
stores
at
suit
White.
P.
tides
Thomas
court
Will get person il attention,
before Judge
ties got together and bought a floral
ague's annual meeting, indicates
(JJOOKS
The "statement" was introduced at ience of those in need. This is a beau- - and the goods you get will be
as
a
as
almost
horseshoe
trolley
big
at McGraw wants to rid himself of
is observed through- car, and with the Hare of a brass band the hearing of M. C. Meiklejohn, tiful custom and
first-clas- s
in every respect and
le big fellow whose errors of omisout the United States wherever; aj
danc
a
with
operated
having
charged
and
ball
the
arrived
at
0ILTJE
park
they
lo-is
a trifle cheaper, because
sion have made him a marked man.
marched onto the grounds where they ing academy without a license. The lodge of the benevolent order
just
we are not investing our monoverwhelmed Koney under shower of defendant said he was not a dancing cated.
There appears to be little reason
A "Merry Christmas."
teacher, but an entertaining dancer
roses.
in Plaza High Rents. See
why McGraw should go outside his
Already these words are being ey
The Greeks were somewhat stagger- and offered to prove it. The court
own team for a flashy first baseman.
the point ? Phone
ed when Koney told them he was not consented and Meiklejohn, obtaining spoken on the street and cards with
The work of George Wlltse during the
a Greek, but a Bohemian. "Well, keep a partner from among his acquain- the "voice engravings" thereon are ar- series was so high
it anyhow, the chairman of the oc- tances who attended the hearing be- riving by every mail. It is a day of
last
peace and good will, which message
casion told him, and they found seats gan.
class that it was startling.
Store, Galisteo Street.
"I know how to rag." said the judge, was Bung by the heavenly choir gath-- i
minus some
and
watched
the
game,
fieldIt was old "Hooks'" wonderful
'let's see this tango."
ered around the Divine Infant in the
Phone 177 J.
of their enthusiasm.
ing that gave the Giants the only game
The judge and all court attaches stable at Bethlehem.
Koney was christened "The Big
much
with
"statement''
the
Train'' by an admirer in St. Louis and watched
they won from the slashing,
the name stuck. He didn't know what interest, the case being later taken un
Mackmen.
the name meant until last week when der advisement.
The idea that Wiltse cannot hit well
he became inquisitive after several
enough for a first baseman need not
ELLA FLAGG YOUNG IS
years and asked a friend.
last very long; Wiltse hit .326 in 1912,
AGAIN HEADS OF SCHOOLS.
askis
Train
stuff?"
"What
this
Big
and, although this may have been a
been
ed
"I've
that
Koney.
hearing
flash, it shows lie is capable and if he
Chicago, Dec. 24. Mrs. Ella Flagg
name and reading about it for years
played every day and had a chance
into the
knew
never
and
why they called me Young was voted back
to get his "eye upon the ball'' Wiltse
of the Chicago
public
friend told him that his
His
that."
some
of
the
home
folks
might surprise
a stormy ses
imaginative admirer, nicknamed him schools yesterday, after
in Syracuse.
sion of the board of education. Seven
after the famous race horse
Wiltse is about through as a pitcher.
the members refused to vote on the
who was christened
He has been with the team since
no power
"Big Train" on account of his speed. ground that the board had
from
1904, when he was purchased
with the ex- to reconsider the election of John D.
satisfied
Koney
appeared
the Troy team of the New York state
Shoop, assistant superintendent under
planation.
league. Control has always been his
is 28 years old and is built Mrs. Young, who had been elected as
Koney
forte. His best season was the
like a gladiator. When he comes to her successor. Contention also was
year of 1908, when
the bat the opposing pitcher with dif- made that the four new members of
he and Matliewson pitched the Giants
ficulty represses an Inclination to give the board named by Mayor Harrison
into a pennant, only to be Merkled out
vent
to a violent fit., of shuddering. to replace four whose resignation he
of it.
had enforced, were not entitled to
The grandstand is thrilled, for
When Wiltse went to the Giants he
proclivity to "lean on a ball" their Beats.
was the cleverest fielding pitcher in
HAL OAK
KGULAR
The action of the board in removis well known. When he hits the ball
the N. Y. S. L. and has always ranked
he hits it right from the heart and ing Shoop and replacing Mrs. Young,
AT ritsr
in
as
He
a
fielder
the
National.
high
will at once be challenged in court,
soul.
is one of the pitchers at whom oppohit the ball in it was announced by the opposition.
However,
only
Koney
nents never bunt the ball, because
1913
McGraw
did
George Wiltse joined the Giants in 1904, but not until
that manner eight times the past seahe never falls over his feet in getting
first basemen in the league.
Discover him to be one of the
son, knocked eight home runs. He PROMINENT PARTNERS
the ball.
FIGURE IN DIVORCE
With Troy In 1903 Wiltse partici- out many a runner wh was inclined sational fielding in the world's series. managed to collect 18 doublets and 17
runs.
In
Colo., Dec. 24.
home
the
with
Colorado
Springs,
the
it
not
along
triples
will
lu
the
lo
surprise
to
it
70
fact,
in
bag
'take
in
goin,?
easy"
pated
games, hitting 20. and
140
fielded
.995, making On the grounds of mental cruelty, Mrs.
linegames
if
Koney
Giants'
infield.
read
the
the
ball
they
the
field
Trojans
and after
escaped
many games he played right
of Colorado
next
day and saw the only seven errors out of 1,530 chances. Doris Fitch Travis,
f rst base, showing exceptional abilit) On first "Hooks" performed tospec- up
Koney come to Pittsburg with Pitch- Springs and Denver, was granted a
the name of George Wiltse in the line
was no surprise
in both positions.
and
it
As an outfielder tacularly
,
er Harmon and Third Baseman Mow-rey- divorce in the district court last SatWiltse became a terrj.- - by winging residents of Troy to read of his sen formerly occupied by Fred Merkle.
in exchange for Wilson, outfield- urday from Albert Chester Travis, a
first .baseman;
Butler, prominent attorney of New York and
Miller,
er;
"I want to play in Chicago," he shortstop; Dolan. third baseman, and Colorado. The procedings were secFRANK KLAUS KNOCKED
ting the decision. They are feather- won't
Pullm-a- n
baseball
OUT BY GEORGE CHIP. weights.
said, "and organized
1
Robinson, a pitcher. This is the big- ret and the facts were not learned unAValt Walters let me. I won't go to Brooklyn, so if gest deal ever pul'ed in baseball an- til today.
In the
Pittsburgh, Dec. 24. Frank Klaus of Denver, defeated Joe Flynn of Den-- j I am to remain in the National league, nals with the exception of the famous
Mrs. Travis is the daughter of the
of Pittsburgh, claimant of the middle- ver, getting the decision at the end of the Cubs must get me. The Federal deal by which the late Stanley Robi-so- late Asbel Parmalee Filch, president
league offer seems to be the only optraded $50,000 worth of players for of he Trust Company of America ano
weight championship, was knocked out the tenth round.
California offers those who love the sea a ,
In the preliminary, Earl Puryear of portunity to play ball and remain in Roger' Bresnahan.
comptroller of the currency of New
in the fifth round of his fight with
short while before had York City, 1893-9Denver, defeated Eddie Hanlon of Chicago."
a
Robinson,
Hotels proof delight, superb resort
winter
George Chip, of Madison, Pa., here Denver, in the eighth round or a
'
It was said Gilmore is making an traded Karger and Fromme to CincinMrs. Travis has been admitted to
vide luxurious entertainment. On your way
last night.
scheduled ten round bout. effort to have the deal closed so it can nati for.Schlei, "Bugs" Raymond, pit- the Colorado bar, but is now practicGrand Canyon of
Chip outfought Klaus in the first
there see the mile-dee- p
be announced in a statement promised cher, and Jack Murray, outfielder, to ing law in New York City1.
round, held his more experienced
TINKER OFFERED $40,000 TO
i '
Arizona.
jfor next Monday, when the federals New York for Roger whom he made
PLAY WITH FEDERALS have declared they will give out a list manager of the cardinals. Roger then TRADING STAMPS UPHEt-ponent even in the next three rounds,
The Santa Fa
of tickets honored.
The California Limited is an
and knocked him out in the fifth
IN NEBRASKA COU4VP
Chicago, Dec. 24. An offer from of former National and American made a deal trading Bobby Byrne to
between Chicago, Kansas
for
Pullman
exclusively
train,
round.
24-NebThe
the Federal baseball league,' promising league players who will join them this Pittsburg for Allen Storke, who died
Lincoln, Neb., Dec.
City and Los Angeles, runs once
s
Buns daily betravel.
It was the second time in three Joseph Tinker, former Cincinnati year.
" extra fast,
a week in winter
before he ever reported, and Jap Bar raska supreme court toddy, In 'two
tween Chieago, Kansas City, Los
months that Chip had knocked Klaus manager, more money as manager of
extra finei extra fare."
beau, who went to Kansans City after opinions handed down, declared the
Angeles, San Diego, OaltUnd and
out. After the fight. Chip issued a the Chicago Federal league club, is FRANK HINKEY TO
shark lawrund 'the
with Pullman for
Han Francisco,
a year.
The only railroad under one mandefl to all middieweights.
Frad Harvey
Grand Canyon.
COACH YALE ELEVEN.
gift enterprise statute unconstitutionholding up Tinker's agreement to his
agement through - to California;
served.
'
g-car
meals are
half way.
al and void.
sale to Brooklyn by Cincinnati, The
SENATOR LODGE HAS
The gift enterprise law, by which
offer came to Tinker from James A.
RECOVERED FROM ILLNESS
JIMMY FOX GIVEN DECISION
Dayton, Ohio, Dec. 24. Frank
Fou? other Santa "Ftrlw to
the legislature sought to make it a
famous star of '90s will be head
OVER YOUNG DOUGLAS. Gilmore. president of the Federal
.California. Three run daily; these
H. S. LUTZ, Aft.
enr
league and it is said, promises $40,000 coach of the Yale football eleven next
carry standard Pullmans, tourist
Washington. D. C, Dec. 24. Sena- crnme for one to engage in such
contract.
chair
and
all
as
for
three
made
classes.
a
announcement
was
of
for
cars;,
stamps,
This
fall.
Fox
trading
years'
tor Lodge of Massachusetts, who has terprises
gifts
sleepers
Denver, Dec. 24. Jimmy
(13),
Tinker also intimated that he was today by Captain Nelson Talbott, who been absent for several months be- was held to be "an unreasonable Inter
Los Angeles, and Young Douglas of
in
and
business.?
lawful
Christwith
ferenoe
home
for
the
here
serious is at his
cause of illness, returned today to the
bis
the
Federal
offer
a
of
limit
giving
went
the
Indianapolis,
conflict with the federal constitution.mas holidays.
capital.
bout here last night. Fox get- - consideration.
W

GIANTS OF PRIZE RING BATTLE NEW YEAR'S DAY
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FOR RENT

SANTA FE NEW MLXICAN.

24, 1913.- -
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HI MM"H

DODS IS PLEASED

'WITH RESOLUTION

Bath flange and Electric Lights
Opposite Elks' Open House. Price, per month. .. .$40.00
House, Bath, Range and Electric Lights.
22.00
Chapelle Street. Price, per month
- Room
House, Bath, Range and Electric Lights.
Avenue. Price, per month
35.00
Washington
Room, Nicely Furnished House. Palace Avenue
Three Months, (No Children). Price, per month.. 50.00
House, Furnished, Good Location, Bath,
Electric Lights, Etc. Price, per month
45.00
House,

7-

ARTISTIC XMAS

BISHOP, PROP.)

REAL ESTATE,

LOANS,

SURETY BONDS.

1

1

9

San Francisco St.,

Santa Fe. New Mexico.

:

GIFTS

MRS.W. LINDHARDT
125

Palace Avenue.

WILSON'S TRIP IS
MADE PLEASANT

At Our Window

I

I

THAT WE HAVE A GREAT MANY
ARTICLES SUITABLE FOR

j

-

Christmas Presents!
ARTICLES OF MERIT THAT WILL
MAKE A GOOD, SENSIBLE GIFT!

Hay-war-

j

PERSONALS

i

SOCIAL CALENDAR.

YYYYYYYYYYrViYrVrYYY

December.
Thursday, Dec. 25 Xmas Night ball
jby Company B, of National GuaTd, at
"
Armory.
Monday, Dec. 29 Reception given
by Secretary of State and Airs. Lucero
land Miss Lucero a ttheir home from
8 to 11 p. in.
Tuesday, Dec. 30. .Miss Claude Albright, mezzo soprano, and her com-- I
pany will give concert at Scottish
Rite Cathedral, (8:30 P. m.)
Wednesday, Dec. 31. New Year's
Eve Dance ui Ho Vargas hotel,

j

GIRY, A DOLL AND A DOLL
LAST CHANCE.
THEY ARE
GOING FAST. N.SALMON.
Gnagey & Ervien for a stand to

BUG- -

i
j

Spartanburg, S C, Dec. 21. - Large
Wilson
crowds greeted President
along the route through North Cnro-- i
linn. Many of those who crowded:
about the train were lavish in their!
compliments.
..you are HlH greatest
American,
said one.
living or dead
"'Thank you," smiled the president.
"Shake hands with an old Carolina
said a tall,
man, wearing high boots

j

old.

Albuquerque

SHI

ADOLF

Wilson,
"Certainly,' 'laughed
leaning over the car rail.
Many women brought their babies
to see the presidenl, and Mr. Wilson
greeted them all.
"Merry Christmas.'' "a Happy Vacation," frequently were called out.
Representative Harrison of Mississippi, in whose district Pass Christian
is located, traveled with the party and
conferred during the day with the
president regarding arrangements for
Isolation and quiet at the resort where
.Mr. Wilson will spend his vacation.
.Mr.

BANKS

!

PHONE 162 J.

with mini.

ON

To-da- y

Santa Fe

long-haire-

RUNS

H

THE GRAY - STUDIOS

MEN'S AND BOYS'

GOODS

DRY

THIS WEEK'S

GO

SPECIALS

READY-TO-WEA-

R

SUITS AND OVERCOATS
All Wool Blue

Serge for Men, $1 1.95 worth $18.

WATCH
210 SAN FRANCISCO

OY
j

jears

Day.
New and of Interest

BY COMPLIMENTS

j

BEAR IN MIND

Danville, 111., Dec, 21. Charles M.
Travis, minister to Brazil under President Crant. and Jaw partner of General l.iw Wallace, died at the Soldiers' Home here today. He was (8

and Every
You May Find Something

j

j

TODAY

LOOK

notice.

1

Phone, 189 J.

Charlotte,

LAW

PARTNER DIES

HEADED SOUTH.
Dec. 2i. PresiX. C.

i

e

INSURANCE,

LEW WALLACE'S

PARTY

Hammered Brass Electric Reading dnt Wilson and his party passed
tliroiiKh here at. 1H:5 a. m. en route
Lamps, Hand Wrought Silver Pen to
Pass Christian, Miss., where he ex
dants, Desk Sets in Hammered Brass
,
pects to spend a three weeks'
Jand Copper, Letter Racks, Paper
Rocker Blotters, Hammered Cal- endars, Tie Racks, Wisk Broom Holo- ers, Etched Match Holders, Hammered!
flititftrhi
CoDDer and Brass Bowls and Travs.
Belt Pins, Bar Pins, Hat Pins, Candle
Sticks, Special orders made on short

Pin-To-

O. C. WATSON & CO.

PRESIDENT WILSON AND

jARTS AND CRAFTS!

Real Christmas Dinner at the MJohn 1'. Uods, western representa- ajestic Cafe tomorrow for fifty cents.
tive of the Automobile lilue Hook, has
OF A SUIT-- !
THE SELECTION
sent the following letter which shows ABLE XMAS GIFT FOR A BOY IS
his appreciation of the resolution of AN EASY PROPOSITION
AT THIS
thanlvB extended him by the chamber STORE. N. SALMON.
of commerce recently:
Chocolates in attractive
Chicago, 111., Dec. 2u, 1013.
Xiiias boxes. Gal them at Cook's.
Van
H.
"Mr. (i.
Stone, Sec'y,
Andrew's Grocery will be open this
"Chamber of Commerce,
evening until nine o'clock and tomorrow until noon.
"Santa Fe, N. M.
"Dear Sir:
The Fifteen club will im'et with
"The writer wishes to acknowledge Mrs. Hanna Friday, December 2'i.
with thanks copy of resolutions passCommencing Christmas, Sunday and
ed by your association in appreciation Holiday dinners will be seventy-livof the articles now appearing in Motor cents at the Montezuma hotel.
WOMEN WHO BUY SHOES HERE
also should like this to parAge.
ticularly extend to those members of AND ALLOW US TO FIT THEM,
who personally NEVER COMPLAIN OF POOR FITyour organization
showed so much interest, and gave TING SHOES AT THE BIG STORE.
such valuable assistance to us at, the N. SALMON.
For the Friend You Forgot For the
time of our visit to Santa Fe.
"1 also wish to
acknowledge re-- j sift that must he selected the last
ceipt or tne letters sent in my care nnuuic. umuu upuu a puuiu biiiujfor Mr. Harris and Mr. l.azarnick rrom ine siumo or . narinon mriiThese are being forwarded to them hurst, opposite the Montezuma hotel.'
todav and I feel sure vou will receive lOpen this evening.
In District Court Judge Kdmuiid C.
their personal acknowledgement.
"I desire also to thank you for re- Abbott is still hearing the case of
questing your publishers to forward Louis M. OrtUs vs. J. M. Archuleta!
copies of the detailed map. Imme- overan $uim note.
Wish All My Friends and rul.nms
diately on receipt of these I will acknowledge same and take up any a Merry Xmas. Miss A. Mugler.
Warranty Deed A warrant v deed
questions relative to them that are
was filed todav in the countv clerk's
not perfectly clear.
"Again wishing the Santa Fe Cham- - office by ( mines h. t ross, ot Moriarty,
ber of Commerce all success in the conveying land near Stanley to Joseph
of this city.
New Year, and trusting that it Willi"Get a set of electric Christmas tree
bring forth more strongly than ever
the nossibilities for Santa Ke of tour-- ! lights from Sparks Electric Co. Open
evenings,
ist travel, I am
That Radiant Smile A Santa Fe
"Very truly yours,
'lawyer was seen to wear a smile so
JOHN P. DODS,
radiant, celeslial and rare, that his
"Manager.1
friends asked him if he had a vision.
("Yes." lie replied, "1 have just seen
ia check for $.'100 drawn to my order
lin payment of a loan made to a man
K1FTKKN years ago."
BABY
A SURPRISE FOR
YOUR
"

6-

(C. A.

LOCAL ITEMS.

PACE FIVE

OUR WINDOWS.

PHONE 180.

ST.

CONTINUE.

convert your electric iron into aj yt,xVa City, Dec. 24. The lines of
cooking deviceINSURE WITH HAVWARD AiD REST CONTENT.
people outside the bank of London and
Go with the crowd and enjoy tne
wrH longer than ever today,!
Dinner
Christinas
Cafe's
big
tne
Majestic
blocking the street in front!
tomorrow, fifty cents.
of the building in an endeavor to obEverything In Hardware.
Mrs. Grover Abbott Dead News of jtain money to carrv them over the
the. deatli of Mrs. Grover Abbott at Christmas
Only limited
LUDWIU .WM. ILFELD.'
holidays.
W.M. WICKHAM
El Paso, Texas, has been received amounts were paid out.
burn
Unless you own
came
as
a
here and
shock to many
.None of the banks has taken advansee
blow
died
friends in the city. Mrs. Abbot!
tage of the holidays decreed by Presiof appendicitis after a short illness on dent Iluerta.
9:30 p. ni.)
B.
Saturday. Grover Abbott, her husJanuary.
well known here, . having
is
band,
at.
Ball
not AFTER
FOUND HOT GUILTY
NOW,
Armory been raised in Santa Fe, and
Thursday, Jan.
graduate
-for First Regiment Band.
OF GIRL'S MURDER.
Michael'B
St.
of
college.
Friday, Jan. 9 Violin recital by
Rooms 8 and 9, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, M M.
All the popular brands of cigars In
Prof. f. h, Tello, Scottish Rite CatheClinton. 111., Dee. 21. A jury, after
DISTRIBUTOR OF
Zook's.
boxes.
Xmas
IF IT'S REAL ESTATE.'. HAVWARD HAS IT,
dral.
THE PROPER PLACE TO FIND being out twelve hours, today return-Tuesday, Jan 20 A "Beriot" violin SOMETHING
A ed a verdict of not guilty as lo Dr. H.
FOR
SUITABLE
recital by Prof. I. L. Tello, Scottish
MAN'S XMAS PRESENT IS AT THE E. Price, of Clinton, and Angel Gandia,
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
Rite Cathedral.
a young
Porto Rican, who were
HUB. N. SALMON.
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pui. Distilled
Friday, Jan. 30 Third of the 191-with the murder of Miss liar- charged
I.
L.
Prof.
Music
Lessons
Tdllo,
violin recitals by Prof. I. I. Tello,
water. Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
who has studied in Berlin, w'il be gliarita Trainor, of Ottawa, III.
Scottish Rite Cathedral.
Miss Trainor and Gandia were studNew
Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe,
pleased to give lessons in vio'ln, vioents at the University of Illinois at
Col. Venceslao Jaramillo of El Ilito. lincello and piano. Terms or. applica- Urban.
She died in Clinton just five
tion. Phone 255 W., ,, residence of
9
is at the Montezuma.
"
MODERN AND
114 Cerrillos street, months, after an operation.
Frank
Piomteaux,
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Heck of CimariiiLL-Z-'- r
Santa Fe.
ALWAYS
iron, are visiting friends here.
The Majestic Cafe will serve a first-- ! Get
Ynur Orders in Now
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Scliell, of Al- class Christmas
Dinner tomorrow. All
liance, Nebraska, are at the De Vargas. the fixlns.
LARGE LOBBY
CREAM and for
Ifor FRESH JEHSE
Dr. L. T. Powers, of
Muskegon,
Fire Hydrants The cold weather. BRICK ICE CREAM for Christma- sAND VERANDAS
W. A. WILLIAMS, - - PROPRIETOR.
Michigan, is at the Montezuma hotel. with its freezing tendencies, has alarm all flavors.
Orders taken for
"nD." Bickett and Miss E. E. Bick-et- t ed those who are interested in fire one
COMFORTABLE PORCH
quart and up. Delivered on
of Dietrich, Idaho, are sightseers hydrants.
The question is asited:
I
a
SWINGS and ROCKERS
"Are these hydrants inspected as per inristmasaay. nuiviAS k inch
here.
PRODUCT CO. Phone 74 J.
Entire Stable ReHack and Baggage Lines.
Frank Xewhnll and family left to- the city ordinance." When asked
Service and Cuiaine
day for Albuquerque where they will about it this morning Mayor Lopez
the Best in the City
Best Rigs you can
is
a
matter
"That
the
said:
for
city
spend the Christmas holidays.
Ample facilities forlure
to
council
look
and small banquets.
marshal
for
the
after,
PROMPT SERVICE.
TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.
SADDLE PONIES,
Otis
Seligniun,
wearing military so ordered." Marshal
T.
stated
Armijo
Is
back
from
lias
and
Roswell
uniform,
Phone 139. 310 Sari Francisco St.
of hydrants will be
that the
grown so much his friends scarcely attended inspection
PRACTICE LIMITED TO
to promptly.
know him.
The gift that's different and sure
EUROPEAN PLAN. Meals a la Carte.
Mrs. Arthur Seligniun Is out again to
SPECIAL RATES
EYE. EAR NOSE
THROAT
please. A phnlu study from the
after a four weeks' illness and her studio
Room With Bath, $2.00 bp.
of T. Harmon Parkhurst, opBY THE WEEK
many friends were glad to see her posite the Montezuma hotel. Open
Room Without Bath, $1.00 Up.
Capital City Bank Building.
down town this morning.
thies evening.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Elmslie and aj
FOR A LADY'S XMAS GIFT, WE
are
at
OFFICE HOURS
of
friends
the
party
registered
'2
SUGGEST A MESH BAG, A HAND
De Vargas. Mr. and Mrs. Elmslie now
BAG OR A PAIR OF GLOVES. ALSO
reside at Bishop's ranch near Santa A PAIR
Santa Fe.N.M. Phone 52 J,
OF OUR SILK STOCKINGS
Fe.
N. SALMON.
AT THE BIG STORE.
Air. and Mrs. Henry Essinger left
Just received a nice assortment ol
today for Albuquerque where they electric stand
lamps for Christmas
will spend Christmas. Mrs. Essinger
Open
Sparks Klectrie Co.
will spend two weeks there, but Mr. trade.
evenings.
Essinger will return Friday.
H,
Solve the Christmas problem today.
B. h. Martinez, deputy county treasboxes
PerFancy
Kodaks,
stationery,
of
urer
Rio Arriba county, arrived last
STOCK FOOD.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL
hand mirrors, Brushes,
Where Quality Governs the Price
evening from Tierra Amarilla to spend fumes, Zook'B
Inc.
Pharmacy,
the holidays with his parenis Mr. and
ALFaLFA SEED, All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk aodpackag;
and Price the Quality
Great Touring Center That the
Mrs. J. A. Martinez of Grant avenue.
become
one
should
of
southwest
the
Miss Mary McFie and Miss Amelia
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
MeFie have come up from Albuquer- great touring centers of the country is
G.
assoTHE JOT Of
Sinsabaugh,
NICC
que to spend the holidays with their the opinion of ('.
parents, Judge and Mrs. John R. Mc- ciate editor of the Jlotor Age. He
IN
Fie. Miss .Mary McFie will play the hints that this well known publication
Phone Black
Phone Black
organ tomorrow, hnstmas day, and will help make it so. Mr. Sinsabaugh
mmSTo&E-NWOH- T
45
on Sunday at the Episcopal church, has written the following letter to
replacing Mrs. G. H. Van Stone, who Secretary Van Stone of the chamber
of commerce: "We acknowledge with
is ill.
ENJOY IT TO THE FULL!
THETM
gratitude receipt of your letter of
December 17, containing resolution
A LITTLE HOME
HAVE A
adopted by the chamber of commerce Let
care of your
the publication in Motor
FOR YOUR FAIRY relative Mr.to Dods'
articles. We are glad
Age of
Worry"
that you like them and trust that you
OUR HARDWARE 8TORE IS JUST THE PLACE TO BUY SENSIBLE,
in
find
will
interest
other
articles
of
Tell
Groceries
USEFUL CHRISTMAS GIFTS. SILVERWARE, CARVING SETS, TABLE
Will it all be "JIM CRACKS"
you
POCKET KNIVES, SHAVING SETS, LITTLE WAGONS, AND
Christmas morning or will it be some- Motor Age from time to time concern
CUTLERY,
need and we'll
It
which
the
southwest,
great
ing
A THOUSAND AND ONE THINGS WILL MAKE PRESENTS EVERY MEMwhole family
thing to make the
in
seems to us should become one of the
BER OF YOUR FAMILY AND YOUR FRIENDS
.
WILL LIKEt DON'T
happy?
I
buy and sell Mortgages, Stocks and Bonds of all kinds, Loan
great touring centers of this country
THROW YOUR MONEY AWAY BUYING SOME TRASHY PRESENT, BUT
Will you start in the New Year with
If you have money to
E
Money on real estate and othe securities.
New
with
Sunbeam
Year
the
Start
COME TO US AND BUY A SENSIBLE GIFT.
a determination to
eliminate the
coma
If
with
me.
to
want
beat
the
Mazda
and
list
first mortgage or a
It
loan
good
you
light
buy
lamps
HIGH
LIVING"
"COST OF
and put
SUGGESTIONS: .
out of
of your electric
WOOD-DAVI- S
COMPANY.
high class secqrity call on me.
your savings in a little home of your pany bills for 1914.
light
Sparks Electric Turkey, Cranberries,
own?
Open evenings.
"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."
PHONE 14.
PHONE 14
In a few years you will have spent Company.
Mince Meat, Grape Fruit,
Room 24
Telephone 194 W.
Bldg.
OUR $3.50 SHOE FOR
MEN IS
enough for rent and "superfluous" liv
California Grapes,
Oranges,
FRIENDS CONFe, New Mexico.
ing to have paid for a little villa all MAKING NEW
Imported Malaga Grapes,
your own. Quit kicking about hard STANTLY, FOR THEY GIVE SATIStimes and high living and do a little FACTION. COME AND TRY A PAIR,
Raisins, Nuts, Candy,
AT THE HUB. N. SALMON.
reasoning for yourself.
Cigars, Etc., Etc. Etc.
Figure out if you are not largely
GO.
UNITED STATES BANK
to blame for the same things you com- GOVERNOR GLYNN'S
plain bout-.j-j
SPECIAL AGENT TO QUIT. Try
A man told me the other day that
Monarch or Richelieu
he could never get ahead, that he had
New York, Dec. 24. James W. OsCanned Peas
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The most beautiful time of the entire year on the Upper Pecos,

conditions are ideal for Horseback Riding, Hunting,
and all outdoor sports.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
15.00
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"All of Today's News Today"
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Girl

To-da-

Have them add a little to it at regular intervals and by next
Christmas they will have saved a snug little sum and learned the
"Habit of Saving."
Why not take one of our Time Certificates and present it to some
one worthy of such a gift? That would be a gift worth while and one
that is sure to be appreciated.
We take great pleasure in assuring our patrons of our sincere appreciation for the business with which they have favored us during
the year now closing. The bank also extends its customers and the
public greetings and best wishes for a joyous Christmas and Happy
New Year.

in that respect acts as mayor. WhenTHE FIRST NATIONAL
BANK OF SANTA FE
ever a measure is brought up in congress affecting the liquor traffic of the
District of Columbia the senators and
CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND PROFITS. $250,900.00.
representatives in a majority of the
cases cast their votes not the way
they really feel about the matter, but
31
ROOMS
EDITORIAL
BUSINESS OFFICE 286
hey cast them solely for the effect
hat they will have at home among
many.
The societies that are taking up the their constituents and so Washington
custom of aiding to make the Christ- does not and cannot get the laws that
NEED A REVOLUTION.
mas a joy are laying up the treasure she ought to have. Tucumcari Sun.
The thing that Santa Fe needs iit the present time is a season of regeneraof which we read of in the Book, and
tion.
which is, after all, the best thing that
needs to break away from the old and long established methods
can come to us.
NEW COURT RESTORES
which have so Ions controlled here and get into the line with the progressive
A Christmas Story.
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cities of other sections.
Rules are good things and are made
I'nlil she does we may as well make up our minds to be in the
RIGHT CONDITIONS
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the
of spending the money of the tax payers should
thing to the postmaster who broke a
Large Sample Rooms.
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rule in the story given here:
town to stop, look and listen and after such consideration, go to work to
"I saw a fellow from my home town
"It was the only damaged package
hetter the situation and get the affairs of Santa Fe in a different condition
in the Christinas parcel post rush at
and on an entirely different basis.
"There are 500,000 pairs of men and
today."
"Did he recognize you?"
the Kansas City postoffice; so they women in the city of Chicago who
class. It is time to wake up.
We are in the rut ami are in the also-rasaw him first."
lifted the cover and peeped in. There have undertaken to spend their lives
"No,
The commission form of government, lias been tried in many sections of the
lay a big wax doll the head broken.
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country and we have yet to hear of a single instance where it has been
" 'Too
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to create homes where they may
instituted where there has been a desire to return to the old style of consaid.
THE BYSTANDER
rear children. At one point or another
ducting the affairs of the municipality.
"The doll had journeyed from New of every single one of these alliances
It is growing in favor and has been gaining ground in the west as well
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little
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The fact is that, we have been dropping to the rear pretty fast In this
William Firstenberger,
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So writes Ida M. Tarbell, in the JanThe Shepherd of the Hills.
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Take no chances on either
It is astonishing when we stop to think of the careless manner in which at one time of our lives .lose their rier on the route where the package
Hope and Good Will" she calls It. It
when a small amount will give
we have regarded the important matters of public business. If any man who charm and we pine for something else. was to be delivered.
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"BLOOD IS THICKER THAN WATER"
nerves. Thinness of
Without good red blood a man has awuak heart and
the blood, or anaemia, is common in young (oik; as wnl as oM. Especially is it
the case with, those who work in illy vunlilattd factories or those who are shut
up indoors In winter time with a coal stove hurnini4 up the oxynen or cmiftintf
carbonic (oxide) gas. This blood, or blood which lacks the red blond corpuscles,
in anaemic people may have been caused by lack ol good fresh air breathed into
lungs, or by poor digestion or dyspepsia. Sumetimes people suer intense
pain over the heart which is not heart disease at all, but caused by indigestion.
vVhatever the cause, there's iust one remedy lltut you can turn to knowing
that it has gtveu saUsluctiou lor over 1j cars.
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

24, 1913,

By WINIFRED MAI.LON
Washington. D. C, DfiC 24. The
Christmas spirit descended last week
upon the war department, unexpected-ly, but with enthusiasm, and brought
out of humiliation
lor
happiness
Watchman O'Hara, late private, U. S.

GOLDEN MEDICAL DISCOVERY
is a Mood clnansei and alterative that starts the liver and stomach into vigorous
action. It thus assists the body to manufacture rich red blood which feeds the
heart nerves brain and organs nf the body. The organs work smoothly like
machinery running in oil. You feel clean, strong and strenuous instead of tired,
weak and faint Nowadays you can obtain l)r. Pierce's Golden Medical Dis-covery Tablets, as well as the liquid form from all medicine dealers, or tablets
by mail, prepaid in $1 or 5Uo size. Adress li. V. Pierce, M. D., Buffalo, N. Y.
DR. PIERCE'S GREAT 1008 PA(.S ILLI STRATEP COMMON
ADVISER WILL EE SENT FRfcK, CLOTH BOI'KO FOX 21
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of the counterfeiters.
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caused his death at Canonsburg GenSW 4 W
SE
SE 4 SE
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
eral Hospital the first of this week.
section 30, lots 2. 3, 4, 5. 6. 7,. S 2
m.
Before he died Carruthers declared
SE 4 NW
SW
NE
E
Leave Santa Fe.8:50 p. m. to conhe could identify the man who stabbed
SE
section 6, township 9 south,
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and
him by a gold-fille- d
tooth in front of
range 10 west, all of section 1, W 2
No. 9. westbound.
his mouth, the filling being very
NW
W. 2
NE
NE 4 SW
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:30 a.
E 2 SE
SW
SW 14 S-m.
NW
section 12, NE
NE
It is declared one of the three men
4
NW
S
S
section
13,
NE
held by the Coroner's jury on a charge
PASSENGER DEPOT PHONE 42 W.
S 2 NE
NE
SW 4 NW
of murder has such tootb. This man
9
south.
is Joke Vokeh.
S
section 24, township
--
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pure, healthful, Cream of

Tartar Baking Powder

THE SOUTHWEST

When buying an article of food you are
entitled to know exactly what you are buying

its quality and ingredients.
refused don't buy
If this information
of the low grade baking powders are
advertised, but the ingredients of the powders
are scrupulously concealed.
A housekeeper would not use baking
der containing alum if she knew it.

It is well when buying to examine
the label on the can. Unless it shows the
ingredient cream of tartar, don't buy it.

-

Dr. Price's baking powder is absolutely free from alum.
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Santa Claus made no mistake, calling at "YOUR RELIABLE HARDWARE STORE." Santa Claus is
shrewd buyer; you will make no
mistake by following his example. They are headquarters for the following:
CHAFING DISHES AND TRAS. PERCOLATORS, COMMUNITY
SILVER WARE, KNIVES AND FOtKS, TEA SPOONS
AND TABLE
SPOONS, CARVING SETS, BOY'S BICYCLES
COASTER
EQUIPMENT, BOVS WAGONS AND SLEDS, BOY'S
RIFLES AND SHOT GUNS, ROLLER AND ICE SKATES, DAISY AIR
RIFLES.
And many other things In the Hardware line appropriate for Christmas presents.

License Tags Here.
The 1914 automobile tags which
were shipped from St. Louis on Dec.
11th arrived today and the secretary
of the state will commence sending
them out the day after Christmas. Already 65 licenses have been asked for
up to noon today, by various auto
owners of the state.
Complaint Dismissed.
The PoBtal Telegraph company asked yesterday that its complaint against
the Mountain Stales Telegraph company be dismissed without prejudice.
This action was taken it is said on account of the recent action of the Bell
Telephone company, in which it said
it would voluntarily ' relinquish its
AArestern Union stock.

BRAKE-GUARAN-

j

The Reliable Hardware Store.

A MOST WELCOME

GIFT
'

LADiES' AND GENTS'

silk umbrellas

xSSilTtt
$5.00
Lakes' Fw Sets
IN LYNX, BLACK and
wF

r

''S.

Per Cent
!grwHILETHEY1-ASTT-

ReOUCtlOn

SAN FRANCISCO

STREET.

Bofs

Hose '

Guaranteed, $2.00 a Box, 4 Pairs.

CATRON BLOCK,
SANTA FE, N. M.

Wednesday,

25

Reduction

On our entire stock of Neck-

ties, Silk Scarfs, Combina
tion Sets, Traveling Sets,
Military Brush Sets and Col-lBags; also a very fine
line of Bath Robes, Sweaters,
Mackinaws and Overcoats

ar

ing Event

Sav-

at

McCUNTOCK & WRIGHT'S
Catron Block, Santa Fe,

N. M.

BRIGHT, BUSY, BUSTLING
CHRISTMAS STORE!
HANDKERCHIEFS

THE CITY

ARE

ALWAYS

WELCOME!

With our Important Price Inducements

whv delay?

LADIES' SILK and CREPE

!

KIMONOS

SOLE AGENTS FOR

and Few ne's Kid Gloves
"

center Pieces, Table Sets and Towels in Endless Variety

!

"o

...

!
LSCOtMlt

Jt

,

r

BATH ROBES

At a 20

$3.00

Hk

Monday, Tuesday and

former president of Nicaragua,
sailed today for France, whence he
will go to Barcelona, Spain, to visit
his family. His departure is the sequence of efforts of the government
of Nicaragua to have him extradited to
that country. These were abondoned
on the conditions imposed by the department of justice at Washington
that he would leave this country within a reasonable time. Recently agents
of the department have been watching
him to see that the conditions .were
complied with.

Assortment or Holiday Goods

Ps

SPECIAL SAIE

are included in this Big

LEAVES U. S. FOR
BARCELONA, SPAIN
New York, Dec. 24. Jose Sanlos

THE MOST COMPLETE

IN

HOLD A Y VALUE

ZELAZA

a

Guaranteed Hose

Gents' Phoenix

P"

off

Carlsbad, N. M., Dec. 24. The general spirit of Christmas jollity was
marred today by the sad death of
young George Finley, son of W. A.
Finley, who was killed by the accidental discharge of a shotgun while
out with a party of friends on what
was Intended to be a week's hunting
trip. The news was brought to the
city late this afternoon and caused
a feeling of sadness to come over the
entire community. Young Finley and
a party of boy companions were playing about the camp when the accident happened.

Superior Housekeeping Linens, r

ladies' phoenix
Put up m Christmas

Pineville, Ky., Dec. 24. A pitched
battle between deputy sheriffs and
mountaineers headed by John
opened near Hendrickson's
place, four miles south of Pineville
shortly after noon today. Yesterday
afternoon Hendrickson shot Deputy
Sheriff Hayues and later he and his
friends, it is alleged, beat to death
James Miller, a neighbor. This morning Deputy Sheriffs John McCoy and
James Smith, who attempted to arrest
Hendrickson were forced to seek shelter in an unoccupied building, which
was repeatedly assaulted by the
Hendrickson
forces.
Deputy
Sheriffs C. G. Bailey uud John Wilson
left Pineville on a special engine at
noon with a posse of citizens and one
hour later word was received that at
the first fusillade exchanged between
George
deputies and mountaineers,
Hawn, one Of HendrickBon's men. was

Tax Rolls Arrive.
The Rio Arriba county corrected
tax rolls were received today by the killed.
traveling auditor, while the Luna
NOTICE TO TAX PAYERS.
county rolls were sent back for
The tax rolls have been delivered to
me and I am prepared to collect and
Christmas at the Capitol.
receipt for all taxes. Please note that
Tomorrow is Christmas, but one the quicker the taxes are paid, the
would almost think today was the less will be the penalty.
CBLSO LOPEZ,
big festival after a trip through the
In almost every office signs
capitol.
County Treasurer.

THE WHITE HOUSE

All Silk

H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,

MISSA. MUGLER

1

No--

The Clarendon Garden,

20

K

Showing decorations to delight the eye are now displayed at
my store. There are articles to appeal to e very one--St- e
ins.
Smoking Sets, Tobacco Jars, Card Cases, Vases, etc. The
prices are reasonable. Please call to see the China Articles
before the best pieces have been sold.

make,Kiaits

AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR

ANDREWS

mv

HAT

24, 1913.

S'l lS-PPmVnW-

j

Auto Delivery Every Hour

I

al--

most every desk unopened packages
with Christ masy decorations could be
'
seen, while boxes of candy uud cigars
NORMENT'S WATER
were much in evidence. In one office!
A Fine Chris'mas Gift!
FILING HAS BEEN (sprigs of mistletoe
the!
decorated
chandeliers.
BEAUTIFUL SCARP VEILS,
APPROVED
Contrary to their fondest hopes, the!
NOVELTV RIBBON PIECES,
halace of tl) percent on the November!
Junius V. Xonnent's application for
salaries was not paid today as alflanUSGme PIUITieS, P'a'" r
all the imuppropiiattHl witters of the
rancy
Christinas
present alihouf,ii many of
Santa Ke river, filed .".lay 13th, ltflK,
ele-Bwas today approved hy the stale en- the employes had half counted on it. jOstrkh, which will make an
Auditor W. (!.
said he !gant gift ; also many other arti- gineer, "provided it in not exercised to didn't see how it couldSargent
be done.
ides I carry will
jthe detriment of any others having
becretary of State Antonio Lucero
valid prior rights to the use of the
water and prov iding that plans and was the recipient cf a beautiful gold
and mother of pearl fountain pe from
specifications for the proposed lin-- i the
employes of his office.
filed
oomare
before
the
proveinents
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
In many oflices there were employes
niencemeut of actual construction.'
who
went
out
offl-tliose
No.
the
especially
769,
us!i,
Application
being
cial designation of Mr. Moment's fll- - 01 town lor 'he holidays, while with
was
hotly contested, especially by ol",lr two exceptions, not a great deal UNITED STATES
ing,
the Santa Fe Water and Light com- - j of business was transacted,
IS COMPETITOR
Tomorrow, however, every office
pany, but as the state engineer said
TO ENGLAND'S
be
closed and there will be absotoday, "The Norment application is will
only for the unappropriated water, and lutely nothing doing at the state
.
the water company admitted that they house.
New Orleans, La., Dec. 2i. Ameridid not use all that went past their;'
cans have set up powerful competiworks."
tion against the English in the race
It is the intention, according to the
LASATER IS NEW
for South American business, said
application, to Irrigate 1,1100 acres of
COUNTY CLERK
Lord Muray, of Elibank, today on his
land in the Santa Ke grant, and in
s way from Colombia, Ecuador and
the land just west of the grant, same
AAV
Owen
of Estancia,
Costa Rica, where he discussed oil
being in townships 17 and 16 north
was this afternoon
contracts recently criticized in this
appointed
and range 9 east.
county clerk of Torrance county,
country, in the interest of S. Pearson
The Norment storage reservoir will
ad interim, pending the trial of
Sons of London. The competition was
be located, according to the plans on
Acasio Gallegos, suspended last
to be expected, said Lord Muray and
file, a short distance above the upper
Saturday by the court following jhe regarded it as tile legitimate pro
reservoir of the Santa Fe Water and
the finding hy the grand jury of
cedure of rival business men.
dam
the
probeing
Light company,
presentments against him and the X
"AYhat I do object to," said Lord
jected across the canyon at the nar- X three commissioners. The com- rowest part, shortly after entering the i missioners have not been
Afuray, "Is the report that has gained
named
more or less currency that the PearPecos national forest. The estimated S as
X
yet by the governor.
sons are hostile to American interests
cost is $G0,0(I0, and the storage will
as a whole. That is not true. We
be 77! acre feet.
have extensive business associations
In the United States.
KENTUCKY FEUD
Notaries Named.
Notaries were named today as folBREAKS
INTO
lows: Mabel H. Smith, Itoswell; .1.
SAD ACCIDENT MARS
A. Bullen, FalomaB Springs.
CHRISTMAS SPIRIT
BURNING AGAIN
;

Grocery, Bakery and

Auto Delivery Every Hour

of the holiday were visible, and on
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WEDNESDAY,

Discount

MUST BE SATISFIED or it
fAU
W 0 0
Attractive Special Prices
The
White
House
no
at
sale
J1U U is
ta0
B

lf you have occasion to EXCHANGE qoods pre- serve the sales check enclosed with every purchase

THE WHITE

Cut Glass, Picture Frames,

BllfOt Leather Goods and All Novelties,

